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Sills Cummis
& Gross
A Professional Corporation
101 Park Avenue
28th Floor
New York, New York 10178
Tel: (212) 643-7000
Fax (212) 643-6500
The Legal Center
One Riverfront Plaza
Newark, NJ 07102
Tel: (973) 643-7000
Fax: (973) 643-6500

Tod M. Melgar
Counsel
Admitted In NY
Direct Dial: 212-500-1519
Email: tmclgar@sillscummis.com

600 College Road East
Princeton, NJ 08540
Tel: (609) 227-4600
Fax: (609) 227-4646

October 4, 2018
John Seldon - General Manager (via FedEx)
Michael L. Smith -Airport Senior Deputy Manager (via FedEx and email)
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport
6000 North Terminal Pkwy
P.O. Box 20509
Atlanta, Georgia 30320

Re.:

United States Patent No 9,594,956, to Park Assist, LLC

Dear Messrs. Seldon and Smith:
This law firm represents Park Assist, LLC ("Park Assist"), which is an innovation leader
in the parking management industry where it provides pioneering camera-based intelligent
parking solutions.
--·--

Park Assist's proprietary solutions are protected under United States patent laws,
mcludmg through P"ark A:ss1sfs l.TS. P-afentN0~sg-4,956;-e-n1iflea---<'Iv1etfiodanaSystem =ror-Managing a Parking Lot Based on Intelligent Imaging" (the "956 Patent"). The '956 Patent
provides innovative technology for managing the occupancy of parking spaces based on
intelligent camera-based imaging. The technology, for example, effectively manages a plurality
of parking spaces including by detecting the occupancy status of parking spaces using an
imaging unit, managing the occupancy status through a graphical user interface and verifying
permissions status for a vehicle occupying a parking space. In addition to the '956 Patent, Park
Assist has filed, and will continue to file additional patent applications to protect the full scope of
inventive embodiments disclosed in the '956 Patent. A copy of the '956 Patent is attached for
your reference.
Park Assist has invested significant resources in the engineering and development of its
patented technology and solutions, and diligently investigates potential violations of its
intellectual property rights. As we previously advised Mr. Jeff Schaus, Preconstruction Manager
of Holder Construction Company (see letter dated April 24, 2018 enclosed), Park Assist is aware
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that Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport ("HJAIA") is currently evaluating
proposals for its Automated Parking Guidance System for its West Parking Deck, WBS No.
F20.06.002 (the "Atlanta Project"). Park Assist is also aware that one or more proposals for the
Atlanta Project may include the installation of an INDECT Electronics & Distribution GmbH
and/or INDECT USA (collectively "INDECT") automated parking guidance system. As we have
also previously advised INDECT, its camera-based automated parking guidance system employs
technology similar to the innovative technology disclosed in, and protected by, Park Assist's
'956 Patent and pending patent application. As you may be aware, Park Assist has taken efforts
to protect its innovative parking guidance system technology and recently filed a patent
infringement action against two users of an INDECT parking guidance system.
To the extent HJAIA is considering a proposal(s) for its Atlanta Project (WBS No.
F20.06.002) that uses INDECT's parking management system, the system's features and
functionality may infringe the '956 Patent claims. Accordingly, Park Assist seeks to make
HJAIA aware of the '956 Patent and requests that in considering any proposals for the Atlanta
Project that HJAIA avoid implementing a system that would infringe on Park Assist's valuable
intellectual property rights. As you may know, failure to do so may expose anyone who makes,
uses, sells or offers to sell an infringing system to liability for actual damages, treble damages for
willfully infringement and injunctive relief against the sale or use of infringing systems.

Sincerely,

~L~
Enclosures
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR MANAGING A
PARKING LOT BASED ON INTELLIGENT
IMAGING

SUMMARY OF TI-IE INVENTION

One objective of the present invention is to provide
guidance to customers to efficiently find available parking in
5 a parking lot. A se[.;ond obje[.;tive of the present invention is
FIELD AND BACKGROUND OF THE
to provide customers guidance in finding their car within a
INVENTION
parking lot. A third objective of the present invention is to
11.:ie present invention relates to the management of 3
enable preferential pricing for parking based on location
within the parking lot. A fourth objective of the present
parking Jot and, more particularly, to setting up and using a
parking lot managing system that relies on intelligent pro- 10 invention is to reduce parking lot energy consumption. A
fifth objective of the present invention is to improve parking
cessing of images of the various parking spaces.
lot security. A sixth objective of the present invention is to
A number of methods have been proposed in the past in
determine the type of object or vehicle that is currently
order to provide customers guidance within a parking lot to
parked in the parking space, to determine if it is a car,
quickly find available space. The use of different sensor 15 motorcycle, person, parking cart, or other object. A seventh
technologies, such as ultrasonics or image processing is
objective of the present invention is to improve enforcement
of parking Jot mies and regulations. An eighth objective of
known. TI1ese methods may determine occupancy of slots
and provide the driver with guidance to available spaces
the present invention is to administer targeted advertising
either upon entry to the parking lot or by displays strategiand loyalty programs through vehicle identification. A ninth
cally located within the Jot. See for example Trajkovic et al., 20 objective of the present invention is to automatically disc.:over the network topology lo enable ellk:ienl mapping of
U.S. Pat. No. 6,426,708, which patent is incorporated by
reference for all purposes as if fully set forth herein. I-lowthe sensor locations onto a map of the parking lot, enabling
ever, these methods do not provide customers with guidance
all services already mentioned to be location-based. A tenth
to find their car when leaving tl1e parking lot. TI1ey do not
objective of the present invention is to provide a platform for
allow the parking lot proprietor the opportunity to prefer- 25 real-time remote monitoring and human control of the
entially charge the customer according their parking location
parking system.
within the parking lot. Furthennore, these systems do not
Therefore, according to the present invention there is
integrate the parking lot illumination system with the parkprovided a method of managing a plurality of parking
spaces, including: (a) acquiring at least one occupancy and
ing control system so as to enable illumination levels or
ventilation systems to be controlled based on parking occu- 30 identity image, such that each parking space is inmged in at
pancy, reducing energy consumption. In addition, they do
least one the occupancy and identity image; and (b) in
not detect the type of object that is stored in the space,
response lo an inquiry by a customer who has parked a
vehicle in one of the parking spaces, directing the customer
determining if it is a car, motorcycle, parking cart, or other
object. They also do not recognize unique aspects of the
to the vehicle, at least in part in accordance with the at least
vehicle, such as make, model, color, and license plate, and J5 one occupancy and identity image in which the parking
space in which the vehicle is parked is imaged.
thus do not allow the opportunity to present targeted advertisements or marketing programs based on such infonnation.
Furthermore, according to the present invention there is
They also do not enable remote viewing of individual
provided a system for managing a plurality of parking
parking spaces, enabling human intervention to correct
spaces, including: (a) at least one parking space camera for
mistakes, detect faulty hardware, or provide real-time feed- 40 acquiring at least one occupancy and identity image, such
that each parking space is imaged in at least one the
back to improve system accuracy. Finally, they are not
integrated with closed circuit security systems, nor do they
occupancy and identity image; and (b) a controller that, in
ofler any information about vehicle and passenger security,
response to an inquiry by a customer who has parked a
---------s-u-cl'1_a_s~t~h-e~l~ts_a_n~a-v~1-o~le-1~1t_:_1t~1a-c~k--s-.----=----=-----'---veh1c1e1n-0T1eot·11ie-parktng-:~p:1ces;-direcfs-the-c11sro·m·erTo·-----45 the vehicle, al least in part in accordance with the at least one
occupancy and identity image in which the parking space in
DEFINITIONS
which the vehicle is parked is imaged.
An "occupancy and identity image" is understood herein
Furthermore, according to the present invention there is
provided a method of managing a plurality of parking
to mean an image from which either a human operator or a
computer equipped with appropriate image processing soft- so spaces, including: (a) acquiring at least one occupancy
image, such that each parking space is imaged in at least one
ware can decide whether a parking space is occupied and
the occupancy image; and (b) controlling at least one
also can determine the identity of a vehicle that occupies an
respective environmental aspect of the parking spaces at
occupied parking space. A typical example of such an image
least in part in accordance with the at least one occupancy
is an image from which a license plate detection algorithm
55 image.
can extract a license plate number.
Furthermore, according to the present invention there is
An "occupancy image" is understood herein to mean an
image from which either a human operator or a computer
provided a system for managing a plurality of parking
spaces, including: (a) at least one camera for acquiring at
equipped with appropriate image processing software can
least one occupancy image, such that each parking space is
decide whether a parking space is occupied.
An "identification image" is understood herein to mean an 60 imaged in at least one the occupancy image; (b) for each of
at least one environmental aspect of the parking spaces, a
image from which either a human operator or a computer
plurality of devices for controlling the eaeh environmental
equipped with appropriate image processing software can
aspect; and (c) a controller that uses the devices to controls
determine the identity of a vehicle given that the image is
known lo be an image of a vehicle.
the at least one environmental aspect at least in part in
111e images may be acquired in any convenient wave- 65 accordance with the at least one occupancy image.
length band: infrared, visible or ultraviolet. Usually, the
Furthermore, according to the present invention there is
images are RGI3 images at visible wavelengths.
provided a method of managing a plurality of parking
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spaces, including: (a) acqumng a respective occupancy
a user interface for mapping only one sensor of each string
to the respective at least one parking space that the one
image of each parking space; (b) providing a system that
assigns each occupancy image a respective status selected
sensor is to monitor, and (iii) for each string, to use the
topology to map each sensor of the each string other than the
from the group consisting of vacant and occupied; (c)
displaying the occupam;y images along with the statuses 5 only one sensor of the each string lo the respective at least
thereof; and (d) in response to the displaying: for each
one parking space that the each sensor is to monitor.
occupancy image: (i) deciding whether the respective status
Furthermore, according to the present invention there is
of the each occupancy image is incorrect, and (ii) if the
provided a computer-readable storage medium having comput er-readable code embodied on the computer-readable
respective status of the each occupancy image is incorrect,
correcting the respective status of the each occupancy 10 storage medium, the computer-readable code being for conimage.
figuring a plurality of sensors to monitor parking spaces of
Furthermore, according to the present invention there is
a plurality of aisles, each aisle including a respective pluprovided a system for managing a plurality of parking
rality of the parking spaces, the sensors of each aisle being
spaces, including: (a) at least one camera for acquiring a
operationally connected to each other in an ordered string
respective occupancy image of each parking space; (b) a 15 with a first sensor of the string being a root node of the
display device for displaying at least a portion of the
string, the root nodes being operationally connected to a
occupancy images; (e) a memory for storing program code
controller so that the controller and the strings fonn a
for: (i) assigning each occupancy image a respective status
network, the computer-readable code including: (a) program
selected from the group consisting of vacant and occupied,
code for discovering a topology of the network; (b) program
and (ii) displaying the occupancy images on the display 20 code for presenting a user interface for mapping only one
device along with the respective assigned statuses thereof;
sensor of each string to the respective at least one parking
(d) a processor for executing the program code; and (e) an
space that the one sensor is to monitor; and (c) program code
for, for each string, using the topology to map each sensor
input device for correcting the respective assigned stat11Ses
of the each string other than the only one sensor of the each
as displayed on the display device.
Furthermore, according to the present invention there is 25 string to the respective at least one parking space that the
provided a computer-readable storage medium having comeach sensor is to monitor.
puter-readable code embodied on the computer-readable
The methods of the present invention are methods of
storage medium, the computer-readable code for managing
managing a plurality of parking spaces.
According to a first basic method, one or more occupancy
a plurality of parking spaces, the computer-readable code
including: (a) program code for assigning to each of a 30 and identity images of the parking spaces are acquired, with
plurality of respective occupancy images of the parking
each parking space being imaged in at least one of the
spaces a r ~spective status selected from the group consisting
occupancy and identity images. In response to an inquiry by
of vacant and occupied; (b) program code for displaying the
a customer who has parked a vehicle in one of the parking
occupancy images along with the respective assigned staspaces, the customer is directed to the vehicle, at least in part
tuscs thereof; and (c) program code for receiving corrections 35 in accordance with the occupancy and identity imagc(s) in
of the re,pective assigned statuses.
which the parking space occupied by the vehicle is/are
imaged.
Furthermore, according to the present invention there is
provided a method of configuring a plurality of sensors to
Preferably, the occupancy and identity image(s) is/are
monitor parking spaces of a plurality of aisles, each aisle
acquired periodically.
including a respective plurality of the parking spaces, the 40
Preferably, the method also includes obtaining an identimethod including: (a) for each aisle: (i) providing a rcspecfier of the vehicle, either before the vehicle is parked or as
tive sub-plurality of the sensors for monitoring the parking
a part of the inquiry. Examples of such identifiers include
license plate numbers and partial or complete visual charspaces of the each aisle, each sensor being for monitoring a
--------res-pecttvearieastTiT!CTiftl1eT5ITrkingi;paceSofthe-eac-lnriste,--ac1:ertzattonSomci,as-11rnke-and-mlor6rre exm,,ple
and (ii) operationally connecting the sensors of the respec- 45 inquiry that provides a vehicle identifier is a typed inquiry
tive sub-plurality to each other in an ordered string, such that
that includes the license plate number of the vehicle. The
a first sensor of the string is a root node of the string; (b)
parking space in which the vehicle is parked then is idenoperationally connecting the root nodes to a central controltified, in response to the inquiry, at least in part by comparler, thereby providing a network of the sensors; (c) by the
ing the identifier to the occupancy and identity image(s) in
central controller: discovering a topology of the network; 50 which the parking space occupied by the vehicle is/are
and (d) for each string: (i) mapping only one sensor of the
imaged.
If the identifier of the vehicle is obtained before the
string to the respective at least one parking space that the one
sensor is to monitor, and (ii) using the topology to map each
vehicle is parked, then the obtaining of the identifier of the
vehicle includes acquiring an identification image of the
other sensor of the respective string to the respective at least
one parking space that the each other sensor is to monitor. 55 vehicle. Most preferably, the method then includes issuing to
Furthermore, according to the present invention there is
the customer a receipt, such as a printed access ticket or a
packet that is transmitted wirelessly to a mobile device of the
provided a system for monitoring parking spaces of a
customer, before the customer parks the vehicle. The receipt
plurality of aisles, each aisle including a respective plurality
of the parking spaces, the system including: (a) for each
includes a representation of the identifier.
Preferred modes of directing the customer to the vehicle
aisle, a respective plurality of sensors operationally con- 60
nected to each other in an ordered string, the sensors being
include displaying a map that shows a route to where the
vehicle is parked or issuing navigation instructions, as a
for monitoring a respective at least one of the parking spaces
of the each aisle, with a first the sensor of the string being
printed list or as interactive instructions transmitted wirelessly to a mobile device borne by the customer.
a root node of the string; and (b) a controller to which the
root nodes are operationally co1mected so that the controller 65
A system for implementing the first basic method includes
and the strings form a network, the controller being operaat least one parking space camera (e.g. cameras 50 in the
preferred embodiments described below) and a controller.
tive: (i) to discover a topology of the network, (ii) to present
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uses a self-modifying classification algorithm, i.e., an algoThe parking space camera(s) is/are for acquiring the occupancy and identity image(s). The controller, in response to
rithm that can be trained to improve the classification
the customer's inquiry, directs the customer to the vehicle at
accuracy thereof. In response to the corrections by the
least in part in accordance with the occupancy and identity
human operator, the classification system modifies the clasimage(s) in which lhe parking space occupied by lhe vehicle 5 sification algorithm to be more accurate.
is/are imaged. Preferably, the system includes a plurality of
A corresponding system includes one or more cameras for
such parking space cameras, with each parking space camera
acquiring the occupancy images, a display device for disacquiring respective one or more occupancy and identity
playing the occupancy images, a memory for storing proimages of one or more respective parking spaces. Usually,
gram code for classifying the occupancy images as either
each parking space camera is dedicated to one, two or four 10 "vacant" or "occupied" and for displaying the occupancy
specific respective parking spaces.
images along with their respective "vacant/occupied" clasPreferably, the system also includes an information tersifications, a processor for executing the code, and an input
minal at which the customer enters the query. Most preferdevice that a human operator uses to correct the classificaably, the infonnation tenninal includes a display mechanism
for displaying instrnctions that direct the customer to the 15 tions as displayed on the display device. Preferably, the
algorithm that the program code uses to classify the occuvehicle. Examples of such display mechanisms include a
pancy images is self-modifying. The scope of the invention
display screen for displaying a map with directions to the
also includes a computer-readable storage medium bearing
parking space, a printer for printing such a map or for
such computer-readable program code.
printing a list of navigation instrnctions, and a transceiver
A fourth basic method of the present invention is a method
for transmitting such instrnctions interactively to a mobile 20
device borne by lhe customer as the cuslomer walks lo the
of configuring a plurality of sensors, such as camera units 16
parking space. Most preferably, the information tenninal
of FIG. 1 below, to monitor parking spaces of a plurality of
also includes an input mechanism that the customer uses to
aisles, such as aisles 11, 12 and 14 of FIG. 1 below, each of
input an identifier of the vehicle. A typical example of such
an input mechanism is a keyboard at which the customer 25 which includes its own respective plurality of parking
spaces. Each aisle is provided with two or more sensors. It
types the license plate number of the vehicle. In response to
the inquiry, the controller identifies the parking space, in
is intended that each sensor he responsible for monitoring
one or more respective parking spaces of the aisle. ln each
which the vehicle is parked, at least in part by comparing the
identifier to (one or more of) the occupancy and identity
aisle, the sensors are connected operationally to each other
image(s).
30 in an ordered string. (Ilrnt the string is ordered means that,
Alternatively or additionally, the system also includes a
with N2:2 sensors in the slring, lhe Ilrsl sensor is connected
gateway terminal for obtaining an identifier of the vehicle
only to the second sensor, the; last sensor is connected only
before th,. customer parks the vehicle in the parking space.
In response to the inquiry, the controller identifies the
to the next-to-last sensor, and, if N>2, sensor i (1 <i<N)) is
parking space, in which the vehicle is parked, at least in part JS connected only to sensors i-1 and i+l.) The first camera in
by comparing !he identifier to (one or more of) the occueach string is the root node of the string. All the root nodes
pancy and identity image(s). Most preferably, the gateway
are connected operationally to a central controller such as
terminal includes a mechanism for issuing to the customer a
system controller 44 of the preferred embodiments described
below, either directly or indirectly via inlennediale devices
receipt such as an access ticket that includes a representation
of the identifier. Also most preferably, the gateway terminal 40
such as row controllers 42 of the preferred embodiments
includes an identification camera Jior acquiring an ident1'fi1cation image of the vehicle.
described below, thereby providing a network of the sensors.
In the preferred embodiments below, entry kiosks 20 and
The central controller discovers the topology of the network.
--------2-t-se,ve both dS i11for 11,dti,111 ter ,11i11als a11d gateway-tenni----enly one sensor of each string (prefurably-the-root-nod,,------nals.
45 sensor) is mapped to the respective parking space(s) that that
According to a second basic method, one or more occusensor is to monitor. The topology is used to map the other
pancy images of the parking spaces are acquired, preferably
sensors of each string to their respective parking spaces.
periodically, with each parking space being imaged in at
A corresponding syslem includes, for eac;h aisle, a respc;c;least one of the occupancy images. One or more respective
enviromnental aspects of the parking spaces are controlled at so tive plurality of sensors operationally connected to each
other in an ordered string with a first sensor of the string
least in part in accordance with the occupancy image(s).
being a root node of the string, and a controller to which all
Typically, the environmental aspect(s) that is/are controlled
the root nodes arc operationally cmmectcd, so that the
is/are illumination and/or ventilation. A corresponding syscontroller and the strings form a network. The controller is
tem includes one or more cameras for acquiring the occupancy image(s), a plurality of devices per environmental 55 operative to discover the topology of the network, to present
a user interface for mapping only one sensor of each string
aspect for controlling the environmental aspect, and a conto its respective parking space(s), and to use the topology to
troller that uses the devices to control the environmental
map the rest of the sensors to their respective parking spaces.
aspect(s) at least in part according to the occupancy
The scope of the invention also includes a computer-readimagc(s).
A third basic method starts with acquiring respective 60 able storage medium bearing computer-readable program
occupancy images of the parking spaces. An image classicode that the controller executes to accomplish those ends.
fication system automatically designates each occupancy
The controllers of the systems of the present invention
image either "vacant" or "occupied". The occupancy images
may be local lo the parking lot that includes the managed
are displayed along with their "vacant/occupied" statuses. In
parking spaces or, as illustrated in FIG. 2 below, may be
response to the display, a human operator decides whether 65 distributed among two or more sites with the various comthe classifications are correct and corrects the incorrect
ponents of the controllers communicating with each other
classifications. Preferably, the image classification system
via a network such as the Internet.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

and available for general parking, a blue light may indicate
that space 15 is vacant and available for handicapped
parking only, and a red light that the space 15 is occupied.
Various embodiments are herein described, by way of
In addition to or in place of illumination fixtures 24, energy
example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings,
5 dlicienl LED an::a illumination can also be incorporated into
wherein:
unit 16, with the illumination via units 16 andior via fixtures
· FIG. 1 is a plan view of a parking lot;
24 controlled by system controller 44 on the basis of local
FTG. 2 is a schematic illustration ofa system of the present
occupancy levels, conserving energy when occupancy levels
invention;
are low.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a camera unit of FIG. 2;
Digital scoreboard signs, such as row displays 18, showFTG. 4 is a block diagram of a row controller of FIG. 2; 10
ing the number of vacant spaces 15 in a particular physical
FIG. 5 shows screen captures that illustrate the "find your
area of the parking lot such as the rows of aisles 11, 12 and
car" feature;
14, can be updated by system controller 44 directly, or via
FIG. 6 is a partial block diagram of an entry kiosk of FIG.
row controllers 42.
1;
In one specific embodiment, the system configuration
FIGS. 7 and 8 shows web page user interfaces for manual 15
provides centralized access and control down to the indituning of the automatic vehicle detection algorithm;
vidual space 15 level. System controller 44 connects to up
FIG. 9 is a partial block diagram of a system controller
to 512 individual row controllers 42 over an extended range
that is configured to support interactive correction of autoEthernet CAT5c network. Each row controller 42 can be
matic occupancy detection;
FIGS. lOA-lOD illustrate mapping of camera units to 20 attached to up to 4 rows of 128 individual camera units 16
per row, for a lolal of 512 cameras per row controller 42.
their locations following camera unit network topology
Each camera unit 16 can monitor one or more parking spaces
discovery;
15, either on opposing sides of the camera unit 16 or in side
FIGS. 11 and 12 are flowcharts of the "find your car"
by side parking bays 15. Thus a single system of the present
fcatme.
25 invention can monitor and control up to one million individual parking spaces 15.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS
FIG. 3 is a high level block diagram ofa camera unit 16.
Camera unit 16 is used to detect identify and indicate the
The principles and operation of a parking lot according to
occupancy of a garage parking space 15.
the present invention may be better understood with refer- 30
Each camera unit 16 includes:
ence to the drawings and the accompanying description.
high intensity red, green, and blue LED indicators 48 with
Referri•1g now to the drawings, FIG. 1 is a plan view of
diffuser
the interior of an exemplnry enclosed parking lot 10 that is
two high resolution, high sensitivity CMOS multi-megamanaged according to the principles of the present invenpixel digital cameras 50
one or more 400 MHz ARM9 processor 52, available
tion. Parking lot 10 includes three aisles 11, 12 and 14, each J5
aisle including two rows of pmking spaces 15. Each pair of
from ARM Ltd. of Cambridge GB, with SDRAM 54
parking spaces is monitored by an associated camera unit 16.
ru1d t1ash memory 56
Each parking space 15 is provided with its own ventilation
two 10 Mbyte/second RS-422 serial ports 58 for daisy
vent 23 and its own lighting fixture 24, in the ceiling of
chain installation (or 3-port Ethernet switch)
optional LPR (License Plate Recognition) softwru·e in
parking lot 10. Each row of parking spaces 15 has two row 40
flash memory 56
displays 18 at either end. Each entrance 30, 31 of parking lot
JO has adjacent to it an entry kiosk 20, 21.
Row controller 42 attaches to system controller 44
FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a system
through extended range CAT5e Ethernet. Ench row control----------rrl'-MTFC1J1TeJTtinventinrr:-The sy ste, 11 i11cl odeSTa11Tera u11 its
ler Cdll control up to 4-mwS<rt'-nll-drraJ-camera.nm:lrrtes-11\c-------16, row controllers 42, a system controller 44 and a system 45 per row. Because each camera module 16 can monitor
user interface 46. System user interface 46 may be conmultiple spaces, a row controller 42 can monitor more than
nected to multiple additional external systems as shown in
1024 parking spaces (in two opposing rows).
FIG. 2.
Each row controller 42 can be used to control multiple
In one embodiment of the system of FIG. 2, high resoindependent signs 18 through two independent RS-422
lution, low noise, CMOS digital camera technology is used 50 interfaces.
for the purpose of monitoring every parking space 15.
PIG. 4 is a high-level block diagram of a row controller
Images that are collected are processed within the individual
42. Each row controller 42 includes:
embedded computer module 86 with ARM processor 88,
camera module 16. Images, license plate data or occupancy
data or any combination of the three can be passed through
SDRAM 90 and flash memory 92
row controllers 42 to the central system controller 44 for 55
ethernet switch interface 94
actual live inspection down to the individual space 15 from
up to 4 RS-422 camera module interfaces 96
the central station.
up to 2 sign control interfaces 98
Remote access to the central station through the Internet
TI1ese components communicate with each other via a bus
can provide control and access including live images from
100.
any of up to thousands of cameras throughout a parking 60
System controller 44 is a desktop or server grade comgarage. Each unit 16 is designed to monitor one or more
puter that monitors the entire system and provides a user
parking spaces 15 through directly detecting occupancy in
interface 46 to other external systems that can connect to the
the specific parking space 15. In the example of FIG. 1, each
parking system. The system is designed in a way that the
unit 16 monitors two parking spaces 15. Furthermore, an
parking lot signs 18, row controllers 42, and camera units 16
energy efficient multicolor LED indicator within unit 16 may 65 cru1 nm even if the system controller 46 is unavailable.
be used to indicate the occupancy status of that space 15. For
In another exemplary embodiment, camera modules 16
example, a green light may indicate the space 15 is vacant
communicate via Ethernet through an on-board three-port
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2. Ethernet Sorting Version l
Ethernet switch such as the Micrel KSZ8873MLL available
from Micrel, San Jose Calif., USA. System controller 44 can
Server Initiated Topology Discovery and Sorting
then be connected directly to camera units 16, without the
intervening row controllers 42. Standard network compoAlgorithm
nents such as routers and switches can be used to extend the 5
network in a star topology across any physical layout. In that
This method assumes that the network of camera units 16
case, the number of camera units 16 per row is effectively
is organized into several IP subnets, each with one or more
daisy-chain strings of nodes (star topology).
unlimited.
I. System controller 44 sends "Get Version" request to
In another exemplary embodiment, peripherals such as
digital scoreboard signs 18 are connected to the same lO
each IP in the IP network group to find out number of
Ethernet network, either directly or via Serial-to-Ethernet
camera units 16 and their IP/MA.C addresses.
2. System controller 44 assembles a list of all active
conversion, and are updated through the network by system
camera units 16 in the network group.
controller 44 or by row controllers 42.
3. System controller 44 issues request to each camera unit
In another exemplary embodiment, cmnera units 16, 15
16 to ping the assembled list of camera units 16 in order
which may be serial or Ethernet based, are mounted in the
to populate MAC table of its Ethernet switch.
center of the driving lane and have two cameras 50, one per
4. System controller 44 requests MAC tables from all
side, to nionitor bays on opposite sides of the lane. If either
camera units 16.
of the two spaces 15 is vacant, then LED indicator 48 is
5. System controller 44 perfonns topology discovery and
turned green to show a vacant regular space and blue to 20
sorting algorithm as follows:
show a vacant handicapped space. If both spaces 15 are
Topology Discovery Algorithm:
occupied, LED indicator 48 is t11med red.
System controller 44 finds end camera units 16. End
In another exemplary embodiment, each camera 50 is
camera units 16 do not have any other camera unit 16
aimed such that two adjacent parking spaces 15 are visible
MAC addresses on one of the ports of their Ethernet
in its field of view, so that the camera unit 16 captures 25
switch.
information about up to four spaces 15. In that case, if at
System controller 44 chooses randomly a single end
least one of four (or one of three, or one of two) spaces 15
camera unit 16.
is vacant, LED indicator 48 is turned green to show a vacant
System
controller 44 builds a route by selecting another
regular space and blue to show a vacant handicapped space.
end camera unit 16 and checking all camera units' 16
If all spaces 15 are occupied, LED indicator 48 is turned red. 30
MAC tables. A camera unit 16 belongs to this route if
This architecture can be further embellished to include N
both end camera unit 16 MACs are located on separate
spaces per camera 48 (and thus 2*N spaces per unit 16),
ports of the camera unit's 16 1\1,-'\C table. Each camera
provided all N spaces are visible in the field of view of
unit 16 is checked and route is built as a list.
camera 48. Wide-angle lenses can be used to increase the 35
System controller 44 finds the first end camera unit 16 by
field of view of camera 48.
checking the table for either the System controller's 44
One preferred aspect of the system is the ability to
MAC or the router's MAC. The First System controlautomatically detennine the network topology and map
ler's 44 MAC should be located on the same port with
camera units 16 physically onto a map of the parking
the System controller's 44 MAC.
struct11re. This can be achieved in a variety of ways, depend- 40
Sorting Algotitlun
ing on the specitic embodiment of the invention:
System controller 44 picks a random camera unit 16 in a
middle of the discovered route.
J. Serial Communication
System controller 44 moves all camera unit 16 of the route
-------------------------------------,,,,.11_,e,,i+ttl.,.,,e,,,-sc..i-rlde-of-tlre:;elected-camera-umt-+6-hased-nn----- · - · - - Packet Decoding Method
a MAC location in the selected camera unit 16 MAC
45
table. For example: camera unit 16 that appeared on
port Oare moved to the left ofthe selected camera unit
For serial communicating camera units 16, each packet
16, and the rest are moved to the right. The selected
gets retrm1smitted by a camera unit 16 if destination address
camera nnit 16 becomes "top" of the two branch tree.
is somewhere down the row. Each packet includes a header
System controller 44 chooses right branch first and walks
with several fields necessary for discovery of the location of 50
through the camera m1it 16 applying a sliding window
a camera unit 16:
of three camera unit 16 including the top camera unit
"otiginal address"
16. System Controller 44 arranges the three camera unit
"source address"
16 between each other.
''destination address"
System controller 44 slides the window down by one
When packet is received, camera unit 16 checks if a 55
camera unit 16 and performs arrangement again until
location was assigned. If not, the following applies:
the bottom is reached.
Camera unit 16 checks for a source address. The source
System controller 44 slides the window again from the top
address is the address of row controller 42 or the first
until no camera unit 16 are shifted in this branch.
neighbor on the way to the row controller 42. IF ID is
0, then camera unit 16 is the first on the row.
60
The left branch is sorted the same way. TI1is can he done
Camera unit 16 increments the source address of the
in parallel with the right branch in two separate threads.
packet and assigns its own ID.
Sorting of the branches is an independent task.
System controller 44 builds routes for remaining end
Camera unit 16 also marks the port where packet was
received as HOME port and the other as AWAY port.
camera units 16 and repeats sorting for each branch.
HOME port is the port towards the row controller 42. 65
Every time routes cross on a camera unit 16, system
After location is assigned, camera unit 16 uses this ID to
controller 44 marks camera unit 16 as joint camera unit
mark all outgoing packets in the "source address" field.
16.
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training data, using a variety of methods known in the art
such as Kernel Methods, Principal Components Analysis,
Independent Component Analysis, Feature Detection Meth3. Ethemet Sorting V2
ods, etc.
5
ln a second extension, the determination of parking space
Camera Unit 16 Initiated Topology Discovery
occupancy can take into account time and historical activity.
For example, using methods of background modeling, the
111is sorting method includes a requirement that the
detection routine can learn a model of rhe empty space over
time and compare new images to the learned model to
network avoid branching, and that each string of camera
units 16 exists on a single router entry. This method invokes 10 determine if a vehicle has entered or exited. Another implementation could use a change detection algorithm to deterlwo wmpom:nls: TDD: Topology Discovery Daemon-a
program rnnning constantly in the backgrotmd on the ARM
mine when an event has occurred in the parking space (i.e.
processor of each camera unit 16, and a Sensorldentity
a car has entered or departed), by computing a numing
library which is called on demand by the main application
- average or variance of the image or some other aspect or
nurning on the camera unit 16 to find out its location at any 1)
aspects of the image, and comparing the aspect of the image
time. The TDD daemon's main responsibility is to refresh all
MAC tables in the string.
to lhe same aspect of each other image frame.
In a third extension, both of the above methods could be
TDD is called by a watchdog agent 011 the TD D's camera
unit 16 every 30 seconds.
combined to provide a more accurate and robust method to
TDD checks if its camera unit 16 is the last camera unit 20 detect vehicles in the parking space. For example, the output
16 in the string. TDD gets MAC table from the camera
of the classifier could be used as feedback for the modeling
routine to refine or pmne its model. This could be further
unit 16 Ethernet Switch and checks if there are no
camera unit 16 MAC entries on one of the ports.
refined by using the "confidence" value of the classification
If the TD D's camera unit 16 determines that it is the last
output. In addition, the change detector could be used to bias
camera unit 16 in the string:
25 the decision, depending on the current state. Moreover, the
TDD gets broadcast address from socket control funccombination of methods can be t1med to trade off between
tions.
false alarms (saying the space is occupied when it is really
TDD ,ends ping for a single packet on the broadcast
empty) and misses (saying the space is empty when it is
really occupied), depending on the operator's preference.
address. ·n1is ensures that each camera unit 16 in the
string receives the ping packet and that the MAC 30
In a fom-th extension, a complete time- and historytable of the Ethernet switch of each camera unit 16
dependent Markov model of the parking space can be
in the string gets populated.
constrncted and updated in real-time. For example, at each
TDD exits.
time step (usually the acquisition time of a single image), the
Sensorldentity library is called by the main application
likelihood of the space being occupied is a li.mction of the
running on the camera unit 16 to get its location ID in J5 previous state, the current image metrics, the previous n
real-time. Sensorldentity library performs the following
image metrics, and the current time. This function can be
actions:
optimized oilline from training images, or can be learned
Gets gateway address from network tools (socket control
and updated in real time.
fonctions)
The decision space of any or all of these algorithms can
Finds MAC address of a gateway by ARPing the address. 40 be expanded to include other events or characteristics to be
Finds which port of the MAC table includes the gateway
detected, such as vehicle make, model, class, and color, as
MAC.
well as security events such as suspicious activity and
Calculates the number of camera unit 16 on the same po1i.
physical violence.
---------~Tue-c,n11eraunitl6-tocario11lD-is,be·catct11'ared·number+-------------------------------45
License Plate Detection Algorithm
l.
At the end we've got a sorted tree which can have any
number of branches and cross-branches.

Vehicle and Event Detection Algorithms

License plate detection by a camera unit 16 occurs in two
stages. First, the image patch containing the license plate can
be found using a variety of methods, such as template
In one embodiment, the car detection algorithms nm
inside each camera unit 16, and work even if the connection so matching, or edge detection, looking for rectangular edges in
the image and finding the most likely candidates for a license
to the row controller 42 is missing. Periodically, for example
plate, based on the relative location and aspect ratio of the
several times a second, an image is captured by the internal
CMOS sensor of the camera unit 16 and is transmitted to the
license plate. The license plate image is then processed by an
SDRAM 54 of the unit 16. ARM processor 52 in tmit 16 then
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) routine that deterexamines the image, calculating several metrics based on the 55 mines the values of the text and symbols contained in the
content of the current image. These metrics are fed into a
license plate. This information is then transferred to system
controller 44 (directly, or via the row controller 42) for
classification routine which has been previously trained on
several thousand car and empty space images. The output of
storage and use.
In alternative embodiments, any or all of these algorithms
this classifier detennines if a car is in the space 15 or not.
Based on the values of the metrics, different types of 60 nm in the row controllers 42, in the system controller 44, or
vehicles and objects can be determined. Any classification
in the Ethernet level, or in a combination thereof. For
routine or machine learning algorithm can be used; some
example, in one such embodiment a camera unit 16 detects
a vehicle entering a parking space and notifies system
common algorithms in the literature include Classification
controller 44. System Controller 44 then requests a high
and Regression Trees, Support Vector Machines, and Arti65 resolution image from that camera tmit 16. When system
ficial Neural Networks.
In one extension to the method described above, the
controller 44 receives the image from the camera unit 16,
metrics that are computed can themselves be learned from
system controller 44 processes the image to extract the
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license plate image and presents the extracted license plate
image to an OCR module for text extraction.

in the relevant entry kiosk 20 or 21, and reconciles the ticket
with the license plate number captured at the individual
parking space 15 by camera unit 16. Alternatively, the
individual space number is reconciled with the license plate
tmder a pay by space fomiat. Finally, the customer may
attach a prepayment to the customer's license plate mm1ber,
and the system can automatically bill the customer for the
exact space the customer parks in. This method allows
billing of customers for use of a specific parking space at a

Additional Feat11res
5

Find Your Car Feature
111e system captures and analyses license plates and their
location to the individual spaces 15 in parking lot 10. A
customers enters his/her license plate number at the one of
the entry kiosks 20 or 21, to locate the exact space at which 10
specific time without requiring any form of physical access
the vehicle is parked. PIG. 5 shows exemplary screen
control such as barrier gates, ticket or credit card payment
captures, from the display screen of an entry kiosk such as
entry kiosks 20 and 21, of the process. The customer may
tenninals. Following reconciliation on system back-end
either key in the license plate number, make or color of car.
software, a tariff is charged based on the location of the
Alternately, in an embodiment in which a camera similar to 15 parking space at the automated pay station of the garage.
This enables differential pricing to be efficiently varied
camera 50 in the relevant entry kiosk 20 or 21 captured the
customer's license plate number when the customer's
based on the location, type or demand down to the individual
vehicle entered parking lot 10 and encoded the license plate
space of the car park. Alternately, this could be varied by
number in the access ticket issued by the entry kiosk, the
amount of time spent in car park, number of previous times
customer inserts the access ticket into the entry kiosk, which 20 a vehicle has been parked, etc
Permit Parking Control
reads the em:uded license plat<c: number. System controller
44 then compares the infonnation entered or encoded on the
Detection algorithms in the system software are capable
access ticket to its database of vehicles currently parked in
of identifying permit badges to ensure that parking spaces
that are allocated for permit use are occupied by authorised
the lot, and returns a picture of the most likely match, along
with any other partial matches, as shown in the left screen 25 permit holder only. If a permit is not displayed, the system
takes a picture of the vehicle for infringement processing.
capture of FIG. 5. The customer can then visually inspect
and confirm the image. ·n1e kiosk then displays and/or prints
Parking garage management need no longer allocate a
nested staff area; simply create a designated area and staff
a map with the route to the corresponding parking space, as
will be notified if they park outside this area. In an alternashown in the right screen capture of FIG. 5. FIG. 11 shows
a flowchart of this embodiment of the "find your car" 30 tive embodiment, permit parking can be allocated by license
featme.
plate, or unique combination of vehicle make, model, color.
In an alternative embodiment, the customer may use
and other identifying marks.
his/her smart phone or similar mobile device instead of a
Parking Lot Lighting and Ventilation System Efficiency
Enhancement
kiosk. For example, the customer could take a pictme of a
"QR code" printed on a sign near the parking lot, which will 35
Since the system of the present invention enables all
direct the phone's web browser to a website where the
parking slots 15 to be surveyed in real time, illumination of
customer can enter the vehicle infonnation as in the kiosk
slots and driveways can be controlled according to real time
method. Each QR code can be associated with a specific
usage of each parking space 15. As a result, lighting levels
spatial location, allowing the system to compute a route
can be changed for individual spaces, zones or floors, e.g.
from the customer's specific location. FIG. 12 shows a 40 via differential control of lighting fixtures 24, leading to
llowchart of the alternative embodiment of the "find your
energy power savings. Furthem10re, the same is tme for
ventilation systems whose power output and usage levels
car" fean1re.
can automatically be adjusted based on individual parking
FIG. 6 is a partial high-level functiom1l diagram of entry
lric'fsk-itror-ir;-showing1heruncriona1ctenfenrs-01e111ry--space1Suriti7.afion-e:-g:via-difl'erenTia1conrrol-ofve1ifita1i·on______
kiosk 20 and 21 that may be needed for the "find your car" 45 vents 23.
feature. Kiosk 20 or 21 includes a camera 62, similar to
Customer "Profiling"
camera 50, for capt11ring identification images of vehicles
Diflerent types of cars may correlate to different types of
entering parking lot 10, a keyboard 64 at which a customer
foe structures. Furthermore, different types of vehicles, such
types the license plate number of his/her vehicle, a display
as hybrids, vehicles with permits, or vehicles subject to
screen 66 for displaying responses such as shown in FIG. 5 50 manufacture promotions, may be allowed to park in indiin response to the customer's inquiry, a printer 68 for
vi dual spaces 15 at a discount or premium. The detection
printing access tickets, a reader 70 for reading access tickets
algorithms are able to correlate the type of car to the
and a transceiver 72 for communicating with customers'
promotion, discount or incentive. Furthern10re, vehicle idenmobile devices. Components 62, 64, 66, 68, 70 and 72 are
tification can be linked to customer loyalty rewards prounder the control of an entry kiosk controller 60 via a bus 74. 55 grams, allowing operators to provide shopping incentives at
In another embodiment, the customer's smart phone locathe point of parking. More details of such loyalty programs
ti on-awareness can be used to compute a route to the parking
are provided below.
space from the customer's current location. With a precise
Enforcement
location-aware system, such as a location-aware system
The system can track in real time whether a particular
based on WiFi time-diflerence-of-arrival, the customer can 60 parking space 15 is correctly occupied, for every parking
be directed with turn-by-tum directions, or through an
space 15, 24 hours a day. If a vehicle stays longer than the
updating, homing-beacon process.
proscribed length of time, enforcement action can be taken
Tiered Parking Control
automatically using vehicle identification information (e.g.
license plate) or manually by alerting enforcement personUnder the tired parking control scheme, the cost of
parking varies depending on the location of each individual 65 nel. Other infractions to parking mies and regulations, such
parking space 15. The present invention records the license
as a single vehicle occupying more than one space 15, can
plate of a vehicle on entrance to the car park, using a camera
also be detected and acted upon.
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a) The cainera module 16 notifies the system controller 44
Object Type Detection
Via image processing algoritlm1s run either in camera
that an entry/exit was detected by sending a Visit Event
units 16 or in row controllers 42 or in system controller 44,
b) The camera module 16 notifies the server that catnera
the system can monitor the type of object that is parked in
module 16 image has changed by sending a Change
a space 15. This can identify lhe make and model of a 5
Detected Event
vehicle, and also te!I if the item parked in the space 15 is a
c)
The
system controller 44 cached copy of the thumbnail is
motorcycle, pru:king cart or a person. This can be used to
greater than 10 minutes old
notify the parking lot manager that the parking Cati needs to
The parking lot manager interfaces with the system
be removed, that someone is loitering in the parking lot, or
10 through a web browser, opened to a web page that is served
other such uses.
up by system controller 44 using a combination of IITML
Security
and JavaScript. An example of the web page user interface
T11e image processing algorithms are capable of detecting
is shown in FIG. 7. In this overview monitoring system, the
other types of events, including suspicious activity that
parking lot manager selects one or more zones that s/he
might indicate a theft in progress or a physical attack on a
customer. This information can be sent to security personnel 15 wishes to monitor. A zone is a group of bays 15, usually an
for inunediate action, thereby improving the accuracy and
entire level of parking spaces.
coverage of existing closed circuit camera systems and other
Every 10 stX.:onds, a pt::riodk Lask rnnning in the web
security measures already in place.
browser client queries a JSON webservice on the system
controller 44 that returns the list of all bays 15 in the selected
Remote Monitoring ai1d Control
20 zones. 111e response includes a timestamp of each of the
server's thumbnails. If the client's copy of the thumbnail is
System controller 44 can be cmmected to the Internet, as
out of date (or it has never been downloaded) the client
shown in FIG. 2, enabling a large-scale system for real-time
downloads the tl11unbnail from the server and inserts the
monitoring and control of any parking lot 10 from anywhere
thumbnail onto the page.
in the world. This can be achieved through a client-server 25
The page is split into 4 buckets. In each bucket, there is
architecture that combines soltware nurning on a remote
a grid of the thumbnails belonging to that category. The
computer, Internet-based communications, and server softnwnager can click on any images associated with incorrect
ware naming on system controller 44. In the following
detection decisions to toggle the override mode of a camera
discussion, the term "se1ver" refers to server software running on system controller 44. This remote monitoring sys- 30 unit 16. If the camera unit 16 is in automatic mode, a mouse
click forces it to the opposite detection decision. Jf the
tern can be used for the following purposes:
camera unit 16 has been forced into an overridden state, a
Rcmoh~ monitoring of parking spaces 15 for security and
mouse click puts the camera unit 16 back into automatic
enforc,~ment
mode. Based on its next detection decision, the camera unit
To improve the accuracy of the automatic detection
16 will go to the VACANT or OCCUPIED state in automatic
through human intervention
35
mode.
As an input to the automatic detection algoritl1111, to refine
the computer vision models by correcting errors and
The following table shows how the manager corrects
providing new labeled data
erroneous detection decisions.
State

New State

VACANT in automatic

FORCE_OCCUPIED

Why the user should click

module 16 had been forced into a vacant
mode. The click puts tl1e camera module 16
into automatic mode and it goes
into VACA~ or OCCUPIED in automatic
mode based on the outcome of the detection

( override active)

algorithm's <lecision

OCCUPIED in
automatic detection

FORCE_VACANT

There is no vehicle in the image, and it is
being detected as occupied by the algorithm

Automatic mode

There is no vehicle in the image but the
camera module 16 had been forced into a
OCCUPIED mode. The click puts the
camera module 16 into automatic mcx:ie and
it goes into VACANT or OCCUPIED in
automatic mode based on the outcome of the
detection algoritlun 's decision

mode

FORCE_OCCUPIED

To identify system faults such as broken cameras 50, 62
and take corrective action.
In one embodiment of this system, system controller 44
keeps a copy of a thumbnail image from each camera 50 on
the site. When any of the following three actions are
triggered, system controller 44 requests an image from tl1e
associated camera unit 16 and places it into a server-side
cache located on the system controller 44:

60

65

Of course, such correction of erroneous detection decisions also can be done locally, directly at system controller
44.
The decision space of the grid can be expat1ded to allow
error correction and model update for other types of decisions, such as vehicle make, color, vat1dalism, etc.
In atl alternate embodiment, the system is further optimized for allowing human intervention for correcting errors
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and updating models, either off-line or in real-time. In this
customers find their cars, or for providing a pictorial view of
the parking lot occupancy status to the parking lot manager.
case, human intervention to correct detection mistakes and
Unfortunately, the process of manually recording and
label data takes the form of a simple web-based game, as
associating parking bays 15 witl1 camera units 16 is
depicted in FIG. 8. TI1e hwnan operator is presented with
two grids of up to 9 images each. ln the grid on the left, 5 extremely time consuming, costly, and error prune. Moreover, if the physical layout changes at any time during the
thumbnails are displayed of bays 15 that the vision algolife of the system-for example, if a camera unit 16 is
rithms have labelled DS being occupied. Simiforly, on the
replaced, or if the bay locations are changed-the associaright are thumbnails of bays 15 that the algorithm has
tions must be manually updated to ensure the mappings
labelled as vacant. The hmnan operator must click on any
remain accurate.
mislabeled data on the screen before submitting the clmnges lO
to the server. A 30 second timer and the tracking of how
A better method is to use automatic discovery of the
network topology to simplify the process of mapping bays
many corrections have been made can be used to incentivize
15 to camera units 16 in software. The system of the present
invention can use any of a number of automatic topology
the operator to make many corrections as fast as s/he can.
As this prefernbly is 8 distributed system allowing many 15 discovery algorithms to identify and map the topology of the
simultaneous operators to label the data, the server must
network of camera units 16, including the Packet Decoding
decide which images are being allocated to users. The server
Method described above for serial conununications, the
maintains a priority queue, and a client request for images
Server Initiated Topology Discovery and Sorting Algorithm
described above for Ethernet conununications, the Sensor
returns a block of images with the highest priority. These
images are inunediateJy removed from the priority queue to 20 Initiated Topology Discovery Algoritlun described above for
Elhernel conununications, or any of a number of prulocols
ensure that each user is getting a unique set of images. Each
of the following criteria adds to the image's priority score,
known in the art, such as the Spmming Tree algoritlun used
with the highest scores denoting the images with the highest
by the Simple Network Management Protocol (Internet
priority:
Engineering Task Force RFC 3411-An Architecture for
1. The camera module 16 detected a significant change in its 25 Describing Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
image
Management Frameworks).
2. The camern module 16 is currently overidden
Once the network topology is known, mapping bays 15 in
3. This parking space has previously been marked as incora map image and associating them with camera units 16 is
reel (for spaces with recurring errors)
simply a matter of associating just one camera unit 16 of
4. The algorithm's detection confidence is low
30 each string of camera 1mits, as recorded in the network
5. This space has not been "watched" for more than 20
topology, with the intended map coordinates of that camera
minut~
unit 16 and of the bay(s) 15 that that camera unit 16
FIG. 9 :s a high-level partial block diagram of ru1 embodimonitors. Because system controller 44 knows the network
topology and also knows the map coordinates of all camera
ment of a system controller 44 that is configured to support
such interactive correction of the parking space occupru1cy 35 units 16 and of all the other bays 15, system controller 44
detection algorithm. 111is system controller 44 includes a
can associate all the remaining camera units 16 with their
non-volatile memory 76 such as a hard disk or a flash disk,
respective map coordinates and with the map coordinates of
a processor 78, a display device 80 such as a display screen,
the bays that those camera units monitor. FIGS. lOA-lOD
and a manual input device 82 such as a keyboard or a mouse,
are screen captures of a graphical user interface (GUI) that
all conununicating with each other via a bus 84. This system 40 illustrate how this can be done simply in a single step, as
controller 44 also is coupled, usually indirectly (as indicated
follows:
by the dashccl arrows). to camera units 16 to receive occu1. User loads a map image of the parking lot, such as an
pancy images of parking spaces 15. Non-volatile memo1y 76
engineering plan or other pictorial of the parking lot
1s useaTo-slbre-execurabre-cbae11for-cra·s·sify1ng-tl1e---Jayout, i11to tlTe-fltfl.
occupancy images as occupied or vacant, for displaying 45 2. User marks the locations of the parking bays 15 by placing
"bay pushpins" at the appropriate places in the image, as
these classifications on display device 80, for receiving
corrections of these classifications via manual input device
illustrated in FIG. lOA. The sollware automatically saves
82, and for modifying the classification algorithm in
the relative x- and y-coordinates in the image for each bay
response to the corrections to make the classifiC8tion algopushpin.
rithm more accurate, as described above.
50 3. User marks the locations of camera units 16 by placing
"cmnera pushpins" at the appropriate places in the image,
Non-volatile memory 76 is an example of a computerreadable storage medium bearing code for classifying occuas illustrated in FIG. lOB. The software automatically
pancy images, for interactively correcting these classificasaves the relative x- and y-coordinates in the image for
tions and for modifying the classification algoritlun.
each camera pushpin. Note that at this point the system
55
knows the map coordinates of camera units 16 but does
not yet know which camera unit 16 goes with which map
Efficient Mapping of Sensor Locations
coordinates.
To enable any method that requires knowledge of the
4. User associates each bay pushpin with a camera pushpin
by drawing a line from the bay pushpin to the camera
location in a parking lot 10 of a specific parking space 15,
we need a method for mapping each camera unit 16 to the 60
pushpin, as illustrated in FIG. 10C:. A camera pushpin can
specific parking bay or bays 15 that the camera unit 16
be linked to multiple bay pushpins, but each bay pushpin
monitors. The na"ive approach is to manually record the
can only be link.eel to a single camera pushpin.
5. User links the camera pushpins in a string by drawing a
unique address (l'v1AC, IP, etc) of the corresponding camera
unit 16 for each bay 15, along with the bay's unique number.
line to connect them, as illustrated in FIG. lOC. A camera
These numbers can be linked and cross-referenced in a table 65
string corresponds to a physical string of camera units 16
or a database. In addition, the bay locations can be manually
daisy-chained together. A camera string begins at a "root
marked on a map image of parking lot 10, for use in helping
node" attached directly to a row controller or an IP
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network switch, and tenninates at an "end node" which is
the customer in the parking space 15, through a speaker
and/or video panel integrated into the can1era m1it 16 or
a camera unit 16 that has one empty conununications port
(either Serial or Ethernet switch).
external to it.
6. User opens the Topology Discovery Tool window and
b. Send advertisements and/or shopping incentives and/or
finds the appropriate camera string, identified by the IP 5
notification of other loyalty rewards directly to the
address of the row controller or Ethernet switch attached
customer via mobile phone.
to its root node, as illustrated in FTG. 1OD.
c. Link discounts and other point-of-sale offers directly to
7. User selects the camera pushpin corresponding to the
the customer's loyalty account, which will be applied at
camera string's root node (this pushpin is shaded in FIG.
point-of-sale when the customer uses his/her loyalty
1 OD), and presses Apply in the Topology Discovery Tool 10
program card or a credit card associated with the
window. Tiu: software aulomalically links and crossaccount.
references the camera pushpins along the camera string
d. Notify stores in the shopping area that the customer is
with the physical MAC addresses of the camera units 16,
on-site, allowing the stores to offer qualified incentives,
in order, according to the discovered network topology.
advertisements, and discounts directly to the customer.
8. T11e user repeats this process for every physical string of 15
Advertising
camera units 16 in the parking lot.
9. If a camera unit 16 is ever replaced, the system can detect
a change in the topology and automatically update the
The infonnation collected by the system can be used to
mapping to reflect the new change without requiring user
target adve11ising to specific demographics as soon as a
20 customer parks his/her car. This can be done even without
intervention.
I 0. If bays 15 are ever moved or reconfigured or added or
the use of license plate recognition and/or without consultremoved, or if camera units 16 are added or removed, the
ing a user database, by examining demographic infonnation
user can easily detect m1d correct the change using the
such as make and model and color of the vehicle, license
GUI.
plate design, and other identifying marks such as brnnper
FIG. 9 serves to illustrate a system controller 44 config- 25 stickers and sports team insignias. Advertising can be preured to map the locations of camera lmits 16 as described
sented to the customer directly in the parking space 15, or at
above, provided that executable code 77 is understood as
any point between the garage entrance 30, 31 and the
executable code for implementing the mapping of the locaparking space 15, or at any point between the parking space
15 and the customer's ultimate destination such as a store,
tions of camera units 16 as described above. Non-volatile
memory 76 then is an example of a computer-readable 30 restaurant, or shopping area. Advertising can be in the fonn
storage medium bearing code for mapping the locations of
of audio and or visual signals, presented through one or
camera units 16 as described above.
more audio speakers and/or one or more video displays that
are integrated with the system or that can conununicate with
Loyalty Programs
system controller 44, and/or with row controllers 42, and/or
35 with camera units 16. This can be achieved as follows:
1. Customer parks car in a parking space 15.
The information collected by the system can be used to
enhance customer loyalty and shopping incentive programs
2. A camera unit 16 detects a car and sends an image of the
by identifying customers automatically as soon as they park
car to system controller 44.
their car and notifying the customers and/or the merchants
3. System controller 44 extracts from the image anonymous
demographic infonnation such as: make/model/color of
and/or the parking lot manager of qualifying loyalty 40
rewards, shopping incentives, discounts, and other targeted
vehicle, license plate information, symbols and btunper
programs Customers can be notified directly in the parking
stickers (such as sports teams, university, political alliliation, etc). Alternatively, this information could be
spnce 15, or at any point between the garage entrance 30, 31
-----,md,lre-p:rrking--space-tS, 01 <1t a11y point hetween--t+tl=1e~--exrracreadiretrty-in-rr1e-camera·unirr6-and:-senno-sysrem______
parking space 15 and the customer's ultimate destination 45
controller 44.
such as a store, restaurant, or shopping area. Advertising can
4. if demographic infom1ation is found, system controller 44
be in the form of audio and or visual signals, presented
can offer audio and/or visual targeted advertisements
through one or more audio speakers and/or one or more
directly to the customer in the parking space 15, through
video displays that are integrated with the system or that can
a speaker and/or video panel integrated into the camera
unit 16 or external to it.
communicate with system controller 44, and/or with row 50
controllers 42, and/or with camera units 16. T11is can be
achieved as follows:
Valet Parking
I. Customer parks car in a parking space 15.
2. A camera unit 16 detects a car and sends an image of the
The system can be used to simplify the process of valet
car to system contro!Jer 44.
55 parking for the valet operator, and enhance the valet parking
3. System controller 44 extracts the license plate number
expe1ience for the customer. This can be achieved as follows:
from image acquired by camera unit 16 and compares the
extracted license plate number to a database maintained
1. Customer arrives at valet stand, receives a ticket with a
either on system controller 44 or on a server co-located on
unique i.d. mm1ber on it. Ntunber can also be encoded in
a network such as the Internet. Alternatively, the license 60
a bar code or QR code.
plate could be extracted directly on the camera unit 16 and
2. Valet parks car in a parking space 15.
sent to system controller 44.
3. A camera tmit 16 detects the car and sends an image of the
car to system controller 44.
4. If a user record is found matching the recorded license
plate, system controller 44 triggers a loyalty program
4. System controller 44 extracts the license plate number
event, which can include any or all of the following:
65
from the image and automatically associates the license
a. OJfer audio and/or visual advertisements and/or shopplate number with the ticket i.d. number. Valet can also
ping incentives andior other loyalty rewards directly to
manually associate the license plate number with the
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ticket i.d. munber using a terminal or handheld portable
many people. The system can be used to provide an extra
measure of security by allowing customers to monitor their
device, or using a bar code reader. The license plate
vehicles directly, as follows:
number could also be extracted directly by tl1e camera
1. Customer loads a smart phone application, or navigates
Wlit 16.
a web browser to a parlkular web site, or semis a text
5. Customer can surf to a website at any time to see a live 5
message to a particular phone number, and enters the
image of his/her car to ensure that the car is safe. TI1e
unique identification number printed on the access
website can be accessed from any web browser or through
ticket received upon entry to the parking lot 10.
a smart phone application, or the URL of the website can
2. System controller 44 receives request, queries its
be encoded into the QR code so that the customer can
database for the vehicle record, and responds with a
simply scan the QR code with his/her smart phone to open lO
live or recent (e.g. within the past 5 minutes) image of
up the website to the appropriate page. The customer can
the vehicle in the parking space 15.
manually enter his,11er license plate number to locate and
3. Customer can configure the system, through the web
view the live image of his/her car.
site or phone application or via text message com6. TI1e customer can enter his/her phone number or email 15
mands, to automatically alert the customer via text
address through the website or through a phone applicamessage and/or email if any of the following occurs:
tion to be automatically notified if the car moves.
a. The image captured by camera Wlit 16 of parking
7. The customer can use the website or the phone application
space 15 has changed compared to a previously
to alert Valet that s/he is returning, so the valet has the car
captured image; this could indicate an attempt to
ready when s/he returns.
vandalize or break into the vehicle.
20
8. The valet simply enters the ticket i.d. number into tl1e
b. The parking sp::ice 15 h::is become vacant; this could
indicate a possible theft of the vehicle.
terminal or into a handheld device, or scans the bar code,
While the invention has been described with respect to a
or enters the license plate number, and the system tells the
limited number of embodiments, it will be appreciated that
valet which parking space number is associated with that
record, and may even display a map so tlrnt the valet can 25 many variations, modifications and other applications of the
invention may be made. Therefore, the claimed invention as
easily locate the vehicle.
recited in the claims that follow is not limited to the
embodiments described herein.
Renting Out Private Spaces
In a mixed-use (commercial+residential) facility, the system enables residents to rent out their spaces if/when they
aren't using them. This can both increase the effective
capacity of a commercial parking garage, and provide a
monetary incentive or subsidy to residents. This can be
achieved as follows:
1. When a resident signs a lease or purchases a parking space
or purchases a residential or commercial unit, s/he get an
online account associated with his111er parking space(s)
15.
2. A resident can Jog on to an online system to access and
manage his/her account.
3. A resident can config11re his/her account with his/her
license plate number, phone number, email address, and
---------anyorher-Me1ITifyi11g-i'fuorfiiari-on.
4. A resident can configure the system to automatically
notify him/her if a car with an unknown license plate
parks in his/her space 15.
5. A resident can opt-in to a system that allows his/her space
15 to be used by visitors to the commercial entities that
share the parking lot 10. This can be 24 hours/day, or for
fixed lime periods an<l/or specified <lays of the week/
month/year. This can also be configured in the online
system, or by phone or at a kiosk or in person with the
parking manager.
6. If a visitor parks in the resident's space 15 during the
designated times, the resident either receives a percentage
of the parking revenue, or a share of the facility's revenue
calculated as a percentage of the revenue collected from
the entire pool of shared private spaces. Money can be
disbursed as a credit against rent, or directly as a deposit
into the resident's bank account, check, money order,
cash, PayPal™, etc.
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Individual Security Monitoring
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\\'hen parking a car, particularly in a public parking lot,
safety and security of the vehicle is a major concern for

What is claimed is:
1. A method of managing a plurality of parking spaces,
comprising:
(a) monitoring a parking space with an imaging device of
an imaging unit;
(b) detecting, by said imaging unit, occupancy of said
parking space;
(c) assigning said parking space, in which said occupancy
was detected, an occupied status, wherein said occupied status is indicated by illuminating a first color of
a multicolor indicator collocated witl1 said imaging
device, said first color predefined to detenuine said
occupied status;
(d) obtaining, as a result of said parking space having said
CTUflTCd status, a si11gte-Jnglrresolutio11 i11rrrge.,f--~----vehicle occupying said parking space, said high resolution image obtained by said imaging device;
(e) storing at least part of said high resolution image on a
storage device;
(f) displaying a thumbnail image of said parking space on
a graphic user interface (GUI), said thmnbnail image
digitally processed from an image electronically communicated to said GUI from said imaging unit;
(g) deciding whether said occupied status is incorrect,
based on a visual review of said thumbnail image on
said GUI;
(h) correcting said occupied status, by inputting computer-readable instructions to a computer terminal of
said GUI, if said parking space shown in said thumbnail
image is vacant and said computer tem1inal electronically communicating a command to toggle said multicolor indicator to illuminate a second color, said second
color predefined to indicate a vacant status;
(i) extracting from said high resolution image, by digital
image processing, a permit identifier for said vehicle
and comparing said pem1it identifier with at least one
parking pem1it identification stored on said storage to
determine a permit status of said parked vehicle; and
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G) initiating an infringement process for said vehicle
having said pennit identifier that fails to coincide with
at least one of said at least one parking pcm1it identification.
2. TI1e method of claim 1, wherein said de lee ling includes 5
providing machine-readable code of a self-modifying classification algorithm for assigning said respective statuses,
the method further comprising:
(e) said system executing said machine-readable code to
modify said classification algorithm in response to said 10
correcting.

* * * * *
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FEDERAL EXPRESS AND EMAIL
Jeff Schaus
LEED GA
Preconstruction Manager
Holder Construction Company
3300 Riverwood Pkwy, Suite 1200
Atlanta GA 30339

Re.:

United States Patent No 9,594,956, to Park Assist, LLC

Dear Mr. Schaus:
This law firm represents Park Assist, LLC ("Park Assist"), which is an innovation leader
in the parking management industry where it provides pioneering camera-based intelligent
parking solutions.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,.___P"'"arw,k----,A=i.-.,s.sisfs proprictacy_s.olu.tio.i:is_arc_p.rotected un.dc.r---lli:iited States patenLl.aw-S,----including through Park Assist's U.S. Patent No. 9,594,956, entitled "Method and System for
Managing a Parking Lot Based on Intelligent Imaging" (the "956 Patent"). The '956 Patent
provides innovative technology for managing the occupancy of parking spaces based on
intelligent camera-based imaging. The technology, for example, effectively manages a plurality
of parking spaces including by detecting the occupancy status of parking spaces using an
imaging unit, managing the occupancy status through a graphical user interface and verifying
permissions status for a vehicle occupying a parking space. In addition to the '956 Patent, Park
Assist has filed, and will continue to file additional patent applications to protect the full scope of
inventive embodiments disclosed in the '956 Patent. A copy of the '956 Patent is attached for
your reference.
Park Assist has invested significant resources in the engineering and development of its
patented technology and solutions, and diligently investigates potential violations of its
intellectual property rights. Park Assist is aware that Holder Construction Company ("Holder")
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is the contractor on a proposal to install an INDECT Electronics & Distribution GmbH and/or
INDECT USA (collectively "INDECT") automated parking guidance system in a project for
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport, WBS No. F20.06.002 (the "Atlanta Project").
As we have previously advised INDECT, its camera-based automated parking guidance system
employs technology similar to the innovative technology disclosed in, and protected by, Park
Assist's '956 Patent and pending patent application.
To the extent Holder intends to satisfy the requirements of the Atlanta Project (WBS No.
F20.06.002) using INDECT's parking management system, the system's features and
functionality may infringe the '956 Patent claims. Accordingly, Park Assist seeks to make
Holder aware of the '956 Patent and requests that in satisfying any contract requirements for the
Atlanta Project that Holder avoid implementing a system that would infringe on Park Assist's
valuable intellectual property rights. As you may know, failure to do so may expose anyone who
makes, uses, sells or offers to sell an infringing system to liability for actual damages, treble
damages for willfully infringement and injunctive relief against the sale or use of infringing
systems.

Sincerely,

~
Tod

Encl.

5366465 v2 Atlanta Airport Notice Letter
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Sills Cummis
& Gross
A Professional Corporation
101 Park Avenue
28th Floor
New York, New York 10178
Tel: (212) 643-7000
Fax (212) 643-6500
The Legal Center
One Riverfront Plaza
Newark, NJ 07102
Tel: (973) 643-7000
Fax: (973) 643-6500

Tod M. Melgar
Counsel
Admitted In NY
Direct Dial: 212-500-1519
Email: tmelgar@sillscummis.com

600 College Road East
Princeton, NJ 08540
Tel: (609) 227-4600
Fax: (609) 227-4646

October 4, 2018
FEDERAL EXPRESS AND EMAIL
Peter WT Pisters - President
Dan Shoenthal - Executive Director
University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center
1515 Holcombe Blvd
Unit 1491
Houston, TX 77030

Re.:

United States Patent No 9,594,956, to Park Assist, LLC

Dear Messrs. Pisters and Shoenthal:
This law firm represents Park Assist, LLC ("Park Assist"), which is an innovation leader
in the parking management industry where it provides pioneering camera-based intelligent
parking solutions.
-- ------park-A:sstst'-s- -propr1etary- -solutions-are--protecteci--under-united-states- patenclaws,
including through Park Assist's U.S. Patent No. 9,594,956, entitled "Method and System for
Managing a Parking Lot Based on Intelligent Imaging" (the "956 Patent"). The '956 Patent
provides innovative technology for managing the occupancy of parking spaces based on
intelligent camera-based imaging. The technology, for example, effectively manages a plurality
of parking spaces including by detecting the occupancy status of parking spaces using an
imaging unit, managing the occupancy status through a graphical user interface and verifying
permissions status for a vehicle occupying a parking space. In addition to the '956 Patent, Park
Assist has filed, and will continue to file additional patent applications to protect the full scope of
inventive embodiments disclosed in the '956 Patent. A copy of the '956 Patent is attached for
your reference.
Park Assist has invested significant resources in the engineering and development of its
patented technology and solutions, and diligently investigates potential violations of its
intellectual property rights. Park Assist is aware that the University of Texas MD Anderson
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Cancer Center ("MDACC") solicited proposals for its Parking Count and Guidance System (the
"PCGS Project") and installed but is not yet using a camera-based parking guidance system from
INDECT Electronics & Distribution GmbH and/or INDECT USA (collectively "INDECT"). As
we have previously advised INDECT, its camera-based automated parking guidance system
employs technology similar to the innovative technology disclosed in, and protected by, Park
Assist's '956 Patent and pending patent application. As you may be aware, Park Assist has taken
efforts to protect its innovative parking guidance technology and recently filed a patent
infringement action against two users of an INDECT parking guidance system.
Accordingly, Park Assist seeks to make MDACC aware of the '956 Patent so that it may
understand whether its MDACC's PCGS Project employs features and functionality covered by
the '956 Patent claims and modify the system to avoid infringement if necessary. As you may
know, if the PCGS Project is covered by the '956 claims it may expose anyone who makes, uses,
sells or offers to sell the infringing system to liability for actual damages, treble damages for
willfully infringement and injunctive relief against the sale or use of infringing systems.

Sincerely,

Encl.

5775970 v I MD Anderson Cancer Center
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR MANAGING A
PARKING LOT BASED ON INTELLIGENT
IMAGING

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

One objective of the present invention is to provide
guidance to customers to efficiently find available parking in
5 a parking Jul. A second objedive uf the present invention is
FJELD AND BACKGROUND OF THE
to provide customers guidance in finding their car within a
INVENTION
parking lot. A third objective of the present invention is to
enable preferential pricing for parking based on location
Tiie present invention relates to the management of a
within the parking lot. A fourth objective of the present
parking Jot and, more particularly, to setting up and using a
parking Jot managing system that relies on intelligent pro- 10 invention is to reduce parking Jot energy consumption. A
fifth objective of the present invention is to improve parking
cessing of images of the various parking spaces.
lot security. A sixth objective of the present invention is to
A number of methods have been proposed in the past in
determine the type of object or vehicle that is currently
order to provide customers guidance within a parking lot to
parked in the parking space, to determine if it is a car,
quickly find available space. The use of different sensor 15 motorcycle, person, parking cart, or other object. A seventh
objective of the present invention is to improve enforcement
technologies, such as ultrasonics or image processing is
known. 111ese methods may determine occupancy of slots
of parking Jot mies and regulations. An eighth objective of
and provide the driver with guidance to available spaces
the present invention is to administer targeted advertising
either upon entiy to the parking lot or by displays strategiand loyalty programs through vehicle identification. A ninth
cally located within the lot. See for example Trajkovic et al., 20 objective of the present invention is to automatically disU.S. Pat. No. 6,426,708, which patent is incorporated by
cover the network tupulugy tu enable efficient mapping uf
reference for all purposes as if fully set forth herein. I-lowthe sensor locations onto a map of the parking lot, enabling
ever, these methods do not provide customers with guidance
all services already mentioned to be location-based. A tenth
to find their car when leaving tl1e parking lot. 111ey do not
objective of the present invention is to provide a platform for
allow the parking lot proprietor the opport1111ity to prefer- 25 real-time remote monitoring and human control of the
entially charge the customer according their parking location
parking system.
within the parking lot. Furtl1ennore, these systems do not
Therefore, according to the present invention there is
integrate the parking lot illumination system with the parkprovided a method of managing a plurality of parking
spaces, including: (a) acquiring at least one occupancy and
ing control system so as to enable illumination levels or
ventilation systems to be controlled based on parking occu- 30 identity image, such that each parking space is inrnged in at
pancy, reducing energy consumption. In addition, they do
least one the occupancy and identity image; and (b) in
not detect the type of object that is stored in the space,
response to an inquiiy by a customer who has parked a
vehicle in one of the parking spaces, directing the customer
determining if it is a car, motorcycle, parking cart, or other
to the vehicle, at least in part in accordance with the at least
object. Tiley also do not recognize unique aspects of the
\'chicle, such as make, model, color, and license plate, and 35 one occupancy and identity image in which the parking
thus do not allow the opportunity to present targeted adverspace in which the vehicle is parked is imaged.
tisements or marketing programs based on such infonnation.
Furthermore, according to the present invention there is
provided a system for managing a plurality of parking
They also do not enable remote viewing of individual
parking spaces, enabling human intervention to correct
spaces, including: (a) at least one parking space camera for
mistakes, detect faulty hardware, or provide real-time feed- 40 acquiring at least one occupancy and identity image, such
back to improve system accuracy. Finally, they are not
that each parking space is imaged in at least one the
integrated with closed circuit security systems, nor do they
occupancy and identity image; and (b) a controller that, in
olier any information about vehicle and passenger security,
response to an inquiiy by a customer who has parked a
------,suclrartlrefts-arrd--virrlcn,attack~.- - - - - - - - - - - - . , , , . .mcle-in-one-ofthe-parking-spaces;-tlirects-the-cm;tomerto-----~·
45 the vehicle, at least in part in accordance with the at least one
DEFINITIONS
occupancy and identity image in which the parking space in
which the vehicle is parked is imaged.
An "occupancy rn1d identity image" is understood herein
Furthermore, according to the present invention there is
to mean an image from which either a human operator or a
provided a method of managing a plurality of parking
computer equipped with appropriate image processing soft- 50 spaces, including: (a) acquiring at least one occupancy
ware can decide whether a parking space is occupied and
image, such that each parking space is imaged in at least one
also can determine the identity of a vehicle that occupies an
the occupancy image; and (b) controlling at least one
occupied parking space. A typical exrn11ple of such an image
respective environmental aspect of the parking spaces at
is an image from which a license plate detection algorithm
least in part in accordance with the at least one occupancy
can extract a license plate number.
55 image.
An "occupancy image" is understood herein to mean an
Furthermore, according to the present invention there is
image from which either a humrn1 operator or a computer
provided a system for managing a plurality of parking
equipped with appropriate image processing software can
spaces, including: (a) at least one camera for acquiring at
decide whetl1er a parking space is occupied.
least one occupancy image, such that each parking space is
An "identification image" is understood herein to mean an 60 imaged in at least one the occupancy image; (h) for each of
image from which either a lnunrn1 operator or a computer
at least one environmental aspect of the parking spaces, a
equipped with appropriate image processing software can
plurality of devices for controlling the each environmental
determine the identity of a vehicle given that the image is
aspect; and (c) a controller tliat uses the devices to controls
known to be an image of a vehicle.
the at least one environmental aspect at least in part in
111e images may be acquired in any convenient wave- 65 accordrn1ce with the at least one occupancy image.
length band: infrared, visible or ultraviolet. Usually, tl1e
Furthermore, according to the present invention there is
images are RGD images at visible wavelengths.
provided a method of managing a plurality of parking
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a user interface for mapping only one sensor of each string
spaces, including: (a) acqumng a respective occupancy
image of each parking space; (b) providing a system that
to the respective at least one parking space that the one
assigns each occupancy image a respective status selected
sensor is to monitor, and (iii) for each string, to use the
topology to map each sensor of the each string other than the
from the group consisting of vacant and occupied; (c)
displaying lhe occupancy images along wilh lhe slaluses 5 only one sensor of the each string lo the respective al least
one parking space that the each sensor is to monitor.
thereof; and (d) in response to the displaying: for each
occupancy image: (i) deciding whether the respective status
Furthermore, according to the present invention there is
of the each occupancy image is inc01Tect, and (ii) if the
provided a computer-readable storage medium having computer-readable code embodied on the computer-readable
respective status of the each occupancy image is incorrect,
correcting the respective status of the each occupancy 10 storage medium, the computer-readable code being for configuring a plurality of sensors to monitor parking spaces of
image.
a plurality of aisles, each aisle including a respective pluFurthermore, according to the present invention there is
rality of the parking spaces, the sensors of each aisle being
provided a system for managing a plurality of parking
operationally connected to each other in an ordered string
spaces, including: (a) at least one camera for acquiring a
respective occupancy image of each parking space; (b) a 15 with a first sensor of the string being a root node of the
display device for displaying at least a portion of the
string, the root nodes being operationally connected to a
occupancy images; (e) a memory for storing program code
controller so that the controller and the strings fonn a
network, the computer-readable code including: (a) program
for: (i) assigning each occupancy image a respective status
code for discovering a topology of the network; (b) program
selected from the group consisting of vacant and occupied,
and (ii) displaying the occupancy images on the display 20 code for presenting a user interface for mapping only one
sensor of each string tu the respective al least one parking
device along with the respective assigned staluses thereof;
space that the one sensor is to monitor; and (c) program code
(d) a processor for executing the program code; and (e) an
input device for correcting the respective assigned statllses
for, for each string, using the topology to map each sensor
of the each string other than the only one sensor of the each
as displayed on the display device.
Furthermore, according to the present invention there is 25 string to the respective at least one parking space that the
provided a computer-readable storage medium having comeach sensor is to monitor.
The methods of the present invention are methods of
puter-readable code embodied on the computer-readable
storage meditun, the computer-readable code for managing
managing a plurality of parking spaces.
According to a first basic method, one or more occupancy
a plurality of parking spaces, the computer-readable code
including: (a) program code for assigning to each of a 30 and identity images of the parking spaces are acquired, with
plurality of respective occupancy images of the parking
each parking space being imaged in at least one of the
spaces a respective stat us selected from the group consisting
occupancy and ideutity images. In response to an inquiry by
of vacant and occupied; (b) program code for displaying the
a customer who has parked a vehicle in one of the parking
occupancy images along with the respective assigned staspaces, the customer is directed to the vehicle, at least in part
tuses ther-:of; and (c) program code for receiving corrections 35 in accordance with the occupancy and identity imagc(s) in
of' the respective assigned statuses.
which the parking space occupied by the vehicle is/are
Further r,10rc, according to the present invention there is
imaged.
Preferably, the occupancy and identity image(s) is/are
provided a method of configuring a plurality of sensors to
acquired periodically.
monitor parking spaces of a plurality of aisles, each aisle
Preferably, the method also includes obtaining an identiincluding a respective plurality of the parking spaces, the 40
fier of the vehicle, either before the vehicle is parked or as
method including: (a) for each aisle: (i) providing a respeca part of the inquiry. Examples of such identifiers include
tive sub-plurality of the sensors for monitoring the parking
spaces of the each aisle, each sensor being for moniloring a
license plate numbers and partial or complete visual char- - - - - - - ~ - = .pective--;rtiea-srmnrnfthe-parking-spaces-nfthe-caclnm;lc,
acter izat ior ,rncl, dS 111ak,,am:h::nlor:-f>ne-exarnp-J-e,1f-a~----and (ii) operationally connecting the sensors of the respec- 45 inquiry that provides a vehicle identifier is a typed inquiry
tive sub-plurality to each other in an ordered string, such that
that includes the license plate number of the vehicle. The
a first sensor of the string is a root node of the string: (bl
parking space in which the vehicle is parked then is idenoperationally connecting the root nodes to a central controltified, in response to the inquiry, at least in part by comparler, thereby providing a network of the sensors; (c) by the
ing the identifier to the occupancy and identity image(s) in
central controller: discovering a topology of the network; 50 which the parking space occupied by the vehicle is/are
and ( d) for each string: (i) mapping only one sensor of the
imaged.
Jf the identifier of the vehicle is obtained before the
string to the respective at least one parking space that the one
vehicle is parked, then the obtaining of the identifier of the
sensor is to monitor, and (ii) using the topology to map each
other sensor of the respective string to the respective at least
vehicle includes acquiring an identification image of the
one parking space that the each other sensor is to monitor. 55 vehicle. Most preferably, the method then includes issuing to
Furthermore, according to the present invention there is
the customer a receipt, such as a printed access ticket or a
provided a system for monitoring parking spaces of a
packet that is transmitted wirelessly to a mobile device of the
plurality of aisles, each aisle including a respective plurality
customer, before the customer parks the vehicle. 1l1e receipt
of the parking spaces, the system including: (a) for each
includes a representation of the identifier.
aisle, a respective plurality of sensors operationally con- 60
Preferred modes of directing the customer to the vehicle
nected to each other in an ordered string, the sensors being
include displaying a map that shows a route to where the
for monitoring a respective at least one of the parking spaces
vehicle is parked or issuing navigation instructions, as a
of the each aisle, with a first the sensor of the string being
printed list or as interactive instructions transmitted wirea root node of the string; and (b) a controller to which the
lessly to a mobile device borne by the customer.
root nodes are operationally connected so that the controller 65
A system for implementing the first basic method includes
and the strings form a network, the controller being operaat least one parking space camera (e.g. cameras 50 in the
tive: (i) to discover a topology of the network, (ii) to present
preferred embodiments described below) and a controller.
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uses a self-modifying classification algorithm, i.e., an algoThe parking space camera(s) is/are for acquiring the occupancy and identity image(s). 111e controller, in response to
ritlun that can be trained to improve the classification
the customer's inquiry, directs the customer to the vehicle at
accuracy thereof. In response to the corrections by the
least in part in accordance with the occupancy and identity
hmnan operator, the classification system modifies the clasimage(s) in which the parking spm;e ocrnpie<l by the vehicle 5 sification algorithm to be more accurate.
is/are imaged. Preferably, the system includes a plurality of
A corresponding system includes one or more cameras for
such parking space cameras, with each parking space camera
acquiring the occupancy images, a display device for disacquiring respective one or more occupancy and identity
playing the occupancy images, a memory for storing proimages of one or more respective parking spaces. Usually,
gram code for classifying the occupancy images as either
each parking space camera is dedicated to one, two or four 10
"vacant" or "occupied" and for displaying the occupancy
specific respective parking spaces.
images along with their respective "vacant/occupied" clasPreferably, the system also includes an information tersifications, a processor for executing the code, and an input
minal at which the customer enters the query. Most preferdevice that a human operator uses to correct the classificaably, the infonnation terminal includes a display mechanism
for displaying instrnctions that direct the customer to the 15 tions as displayed on the display device. Preferably, the
algorithm that the program code uses to classify the occuvehicle. Examples of such display mechanisms include a
pancy images is self-modifying. The scope of the invention
display screen for displaying a map with directions to the
also includes a computer-readable storage medium bearing
parking space, a printer for printing such a map or for
such computer-readable program code.
printing a list of navigation instrnctions, and a transceiver
A fourth basic method of the present invention is a method
for transmitting such instrnctions interactively to a mobile 20
device borne by the customer ;;s the custom<::r walks lo the
of configuring a plurality of sensors, such as camera units 16
parking space. Most preferably, the information tenninal
of FIG. 1 below, to monitor parking spaces of a plurality of
also includes an input mechanism that the customer uses to
aisles, such as aisles 11, 12 and 14 of FIG. 1 below, each of
input an identifier of the vehicle. A typical example of such
which includes its own respective plurality of parking
an input mechanism is a keyboard at which the customer 25
spaces. Each aisle is provided with two or more sensors. It
types the license plate number of the vehicle. In response to
is intended that each sensor he responsible for monitoring
the inquiry, the controller identifies the parking space, in
one or more respective parking spaces of the aisle. Tn each
which the vehicle is parked, at least in part by comparing the
identifier to (one or more 01) the occupancy and identity
aisle, the sensors arc connected operationally to each other
image(s).
30 in an ordered string. (That the string is ordered means that,
Altenrntively or additionally, the system also includes a
with N2:2 sensors in the string, the first sensor is connected
gateway terminal for obtaining an identifier of the vehicle
only to the second sensor, the; last sensor is com1ected only
before the customer parks the vehicle in the parking space.
to the next-to-last sensor, and, if N>2, sensor i (1 <i<N)) is
In response to the inquiry, the controller identifies the
parking space, in which the vehicle is parked, at least in part 35 connected only to sensors i-1 and i+l.) The first camera in
by comparing the identifier to (one or more 01) the occueach string is the root node of the string. All the root nodes
pancy and identity imagc(s). Most preferably, the gateway
are connected operationally to a central controller such as
terminal includes a mechanism for issuing to the customer a
system controller 44 of the preferred embodiments described
receipt such as an access ticket that includes a representation
below, either directly or indirectly via intennediate devices
of the identifier. Also most preferably, the gateway terminal 40
includes an identification camera for acquiring an identifisuch as row controllers 42 of the preferred embodiments
cation image of the vehicle.
described below, thereby providing a network of the sensors.
In the preferred embodiments below, entry kiosks 20 and
The central controller discovers the topology of the network.
2l,,erve-hntli dS i11icu 111<1tio11 te1111i11als and gateway terrni-c--011ly-011e-sellS6r_of_e.c1cl1srrin:g-Cpreferablyrtre-roo,node______
45 sensor) is mapped to the respective parking space(s) that that
nals.
According to a second basic method, one or more occusensor is to monitor. The topology is used to map the other
pancy images of the parking spaces arc acquired, preferably
sensors of each string to their respective parking spaces.
periodically, with each parking space being imaged in at
A corresponding system includes, for each aisle, a respecleast one of the occupancy images. One or more respective
environmental aspects of the parking spaces are controlled at 50 tive plurality of sensors operationally connected to each
other in an ordered string with a first sensor of the string
least in part in accordance with the occupancy image(s ).
being a root node of the string, and a controller to which all
Typically, the enviromnental aspcct(s) that is/are controlled
the root nodes arc operationally co1mcctcd, so that the
is/are illumination and/or ventilation. A corresponding syscontroller and the strings form a network. The controller is
tem includes one or more cameras for acquiring the occupancy image(s), a plurality of devices per environmental 55 operative to discover the topology of the network, to present
aspect for controlling the environmental aspect, and a cona user interface for mapping only one sensor of each string
troller that uses the devices to control the environmental
to its respective parking space(s), and to use the topology to
aspcct(s) at least in part according to the occupancy
map the rest of the sensors to their respective parking spaces.
image(s).
The scope of the invention also includes a computer-readA third basic method starts with acquiring respective 60 able storage medium hearing computer-readable program
occupaucy images of the parking spaces. An image classicode that the controller executes to accomplish those ends.
fication system automatically designates each occupancy
The controllers of the systems of the present invention
image either "vacant" or "occupied". 111e occupancy images
may be local to the parking lot that includes the managed
are displayed along with their "vacant/occupied" statuses. In
parking spaces or, as illustrated in FIG. 2 below, may be
response to the display, a human operator decides whether 65 distributed among two or more sites with the various comthe classifications are correct and corrects the incorrect
ponents of the controllers communicating with each other
classifications. Preferably, the image classification system
via a network such as the Internet.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

and available for general parking, a blue light may indicate
that space 15 is vacant and available for handicapped
parking only, and a red light that the space 15 is occupied.
Various embodiments are herein described, by way of
In addition to or in place of illumination fixtures 24, energy
example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings,
5 dlicient LED area illllll1inalion can also be incorporated into
wherein:
tmit 16, with the illumination via units 16 andior via fixtures
FIG. 1 is a plan view of a parking lot;
24 controlled by system controller 44 on the basis of local
FTG. 2 is a schematic illustration of a system of the present
occupancy levels, conserving energy when occupancy levels
invention;
are low.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a camera unit of FIG. 2;
Digital scoreboard signs, such as row displays 18, showF!Ci. 4 is a hlock diagram of a row controller of FIG. 2; 10
ing the number of vacant spaces 15 in a particular physical
FIG. 5 shows screen captures that illustrate the "find your
area of the parking lot such as the rows of aisles 11, 12 and
car" feature;
14, can be updated by system controller 44 directly, or via
FIG. 6 is a partial block diagram of an entry kiosk of FIG.
row controllers 42.
1;
ln one specific embodiment, the system configuration
FIGS. 7 and 8 shows web page user interfaces for manual 15
provides centralized access and control clown to the indituning of the automatic vehicle detection algorithm;
vidual space 15 level. System controller 44 connects to up
FIG. 9 is a partial block diagram of a system controller
to 512 individual row controllers 42 over an extended range
that is conligurecl to support interactive correction of autoEthernet CAT5e network. Each row controller 42 can be
matic occupancy detection;
FIGS. lOA-lOD illustrate mapping of camera units to 20 at1ached to up to 4 rows of 128 individual camera units 16
per row, for a Lula! uf 512 cameras per row cunlruller 42.
their locations following camera unit network topology
Each camera unit 16 can monitor one or more parking spaces
discovery;
15, either on opposing sides of the camera unit 16 or in side
FIGS. 11 and 12 are flowcharts of the "find your car"
by side parking bays 15. Thus a single system of the present
feature.
25 invention can monitor and control up to one million indiDESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
vidual parking spaces 15.
EMBODIMENTS
FIG. 3 is a high level block diagram of a camera unit 16.
Camera unit 16 is used to detect identify and indicate the
111e principles and operation of a parking lot according to
occupancy of a garage parking space 15.
the present invention may be better understood with refer- 30
Each camera unit 16 includes:
ence to the drawings and the accompanying description.
high intensity red, green, and blue LED indicators 48 with
diffuser
Referring now to the drawings, FIG. 1 is a plan view of
the interior of an exemplary enclosed parking lot 10 that is
two high resolution, high sensitivity CMOS multi-megamanaged according to the principles of the present invenpixel digital cameras 50
tion. Parking lot 10 includes three aisles 11, 12 and 14, each 35
one or more 400 MHz ARM9 processor 52, available
from ARM Ltd. or Cambridge GB, with SDRAM 54
aisle including two rows of parking spaces 15. Each pair of
parking spaces is monitored by an associated camera unit 16.
and flash memory 56
Each parking space 15 is provided with its own ventilation
two 10 Mbyte/second RS-422 serial ports 58 for daisy
vent 23 and its own lighting fixture 24, in the ceiling of
chain installation (or 3-port Ethernet switch)
parking lot 10. Each row of parking spaces 15 has two row 40
optional LPR (License Plate Recognition) software in
displays 18 at either end. Each entrance 30, 31 of parking lot
flash memory 56
Row controller 42 attaches to system controller 44
10 has adjacent to it an entry kiosk 20, 21.
FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a system
through extended range CAT5e Ethernet. Each row controlof-the-curreutirrvcntin1T4'he-systeITTinch:rr:tef>CarrrerITTmits--Jerc:mcornrol11j>to4t'ows-or1"28-duarcameTamodrrles1-6----16, row controllers 42, a system controller 44 and a system 45 per row. Because each camera module 16 can monitor
multiple spaces, a row controller 42 can monitor more than
user interface 46. System user interface 46 may be connected to multiple additional external systems as shown in
1024 parking spaces (in two opposing rows).
Each row controller 42 can be used to control multiple
FIG. 2.
In one embodiment of the system of FIG. 2, high resoindependent signs 18 through two independent RS-422
lution, low noise, CMOS digital camera technology is used 50 interfaces.
for the purpose of monitoring every parking space 15.
rIG. 4 is a high-level block diagram of a row controller
Images thill are collected are processed within the individual
42. Each row controller 42 includes:
camera module 16. Images, license plate data or occupancy
embedded computer module 86 with ARM processor 88,
data or any combination of the three can be passed through
SD RAM 90 and flash memory 92
row controllers 42 to the central system controller 44 for 55
ethernet switch interface 94
actual live inspection down to the individual space 15 from
up to 4 RS-422 camera module interfaces 96
the central station.
up to 2 sign control interfaces 98
These components communicate with each other via a bus
Remote access to the central station through the Internet
can provide control and access including live images from
100.
any of up to thousands of cameras throughout a parking 60
System controller 44 is a desktop or server grade computer that monitors the entire system and provides a user
garage. Each unit 16 is designed to monitor one or more
interface 46 to other external systems that can connect to the
parking spaces 15 through directly detecting occupancy in
the specific parking space 15. In the example ofFIG. l, each
parking system. The system is designed in a way that the
parking lot signs 18, row controllers 42, and camera units 16
unit 16 monitors two parking spaces 15. Furthermore, an
energy efficient multicolor LED indicator within unit 16 may 65 can nm even if the system controller 46 is unavailable.
In another exemplary embodiment, camera modules 16
beusecl to indicate the occupancy status of that space 15. For
example, a green light may indicate the space 15 is vacant
communicate via Ethernet through an on-board three-port
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Ethernet switch such as the Micrel KSZ8873MLL available
2. Ethernet Sorting Version I
from Micrel, San Jose Calif., USA. System controller 44 can
then be com1ected directly to camera units 16, without the
Server Initiated Topology Discovery and Sorting
intervening row controllers 42. Standard network compoAlgorithm
nents such as routers and switches can be used to extend the 5
This method assumes that the network of camera units 16
network in a star topology across any physical layout. In that
case, the number of camera units 16 per row is effectively
is organized into several IP subnets, each with one or more
unlimited.
daisy-chain strings of nodes (star topology).
In another exemplary embodiment, peripherals such as
I. System controller 44 sends "Get Version" request to
digital scoreboard signs 18 are connected to the same 10
each IP in the IP network group to find out number of
Ethernet network, either directly or via Serial-to-Ethernet
camera units 16 and their IP/MAC addresses.
conversion, and are updated through the network by system
2. System controller 44 assembles a list of all active
controller 44 or by row controllers 42.
camera units 16 in the network group.
In another exemplary embodiment, camera units 16, 15
3. System controller 44 issues request to each camera unit
which may be serial or Ethernet based, are mounted in the
16 to ping the assembled list of camera units 16 in order
center of the driving lane and have two cameras 50, one per
to populate MAC table of its Ethernet switch.
side, to monitor bays on opposite sides of the lane. If either
4. System controller 44 requests MAC tables from all
of the two spaces 15 is vacant, then LED indicator 48 is
camera units 16.
turned green to show a vacant regular space and blue to 20
5. System controller 44 performs topology discovery and
show a vacant handicapped space. If both spaces 15 are
smiing algoritlun as follows:
occupied, LED indicator 48 is turned red.
Topology Discovery Algorithm:
System controller 44 finds end camera units 16. End
In another exemplary embodiment, each camera 50 is
camera units 16 do not have any other camera unit 16
aimed such that two adjacent parking spaces 15 are visible
MAC addresses on one of the ports of their Ethernet
in its field of view, so that the camera unit 16 captures 25
switch.
information about up to four spaces 15. In that case, if at
System controller 44 chooses randomly a single end
least one of four (or one of three, or one of two) spaces 15
camera unit 16.
is vacant, LED indicator 48 is turned green to show a vacant
System
controller 44 builds a route by selecting another
regular space and blue lo show a vacant handicapped space.
end camera unit 16 and checking all camera units' 16
Ir all space·:; 15 are occupied, LED indicator 48 is turned red. 30
MAC tables. A camera unit 16 belongs to this route if
This architecture can be further embellished to include N
both end camera unit 16 MACs are located on separate
spaces per camera 48 (and thus 2*N spaces per unit 16),
ports of the camera unit's 16 MAC table. Each camera
provided all N spaces are visible in the field of view of
unit 16 is checked and route is built as a list.
camera 48. Wide-angle lenses can be used to increase the 35
System controller 44 finds the first end camera unit 16 by
field of view of camera 48.
checking the table for either the System controller's 44
One preferred aspect of the system is the ability to
MAC or the router's MAC. The First System controlautomatically determine the network topology and map
ler's 44 MAC should be located on the same port with
camera units 16 physically onto a map of the parking
the System controller's 44 MAC.
structure. This can be achieved in a variety of ways, depend- 40
Sorting Algorithm
ing on the specific embodiment of the invention:
System controller 44 picks a random camera unit 16 in a
middle of the discovered route.
I. Serial Communication
System controller 44 moves all camera unit 16 of the route
----------------------~rreitlrersicl<n>f,l1e-s·etecteacaIT1erau11it1·6-liased-on ______
Packet Decoding Method
45
a MAC location in the selected camera unit 16 MAC
table. For example: camera unit 16 that appeared on
For serial communicating camera units 16, each packet
port O are moved to the left of the selected camera unit
gets retransmitted by a camera unit 16 if destination address
16, and the rest are moved to the right. The selected
is somewhere down the row. Each packet includes a header
camera unit 16 becomes "top" of the two branch tree.
with several fields necessary for discovery of the location of so
System controller 44 chooses right branch first and walks
a camera unit 16:
through the camera unit 16 applying a sliding window
"original address"
of three camera unit 16 including the top camera unit
"source address"
16. System Controller44 arranges the three camera unit
"destination address"
16 between each other.
When packet is received, camera unit 16 checks if a 55
System controller 44 slides the window down by one
location was assigned. If not, the following applies:
camera unit 16 and performs arrangement again until
Camera unit 16 checks for a source address. The source
the bottom is reached.
address is the address of row controller 42 or the first
System controller 44 slides the window again from the top
neighbor on the way to the row controller 42. IF ID is
until no camera unit 16 are shifted in this branch.
0, then camera unit 16 is the first on the row.
60
The left branch is sorted the same way. TI1is can he done
Camera unit 16 increments the source address of the
in parallel with the right branch in two separate threads.
packet and assigns its own ID.
Sorting of the branches is an independent task.
Camera unit 16 also marks the port where packet was
System controller 44 builds routes for remaining end
received as HOME port and the other as AWAY port.
camera units 16 and repeats sorting for each branch.
HOME port is the port towards the row controller 42. 65
Every time routes cross on a camera unit 16, system
After location is assigned, camera unit 16 uses this ID to
controller 44 marks camera unit 16 as joint camera unit
mark all outgoing packets in the "source address" field.
16.
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At the end we've got a sorted tree which can have any
munber of branches and cross-branches.

training data, using a variety of methods known in the art
such as Kernel Methods, Principal Components Analysis,
Independent Component Analysis, Feature Detection Meth3. Ethernet Sorting V2
ods, etc.
5
Jn a second extension, the determination of parking space
Camera Unit 16 Initiated Topology Discovery
occupancy can take into account time and historical activity.
For example, using methods of backgrow1d modeling, the
111is sorting method includes a requirement that the
detection routine can learn a model of the empty space over
network avoid branching, and that each string of camera
time and compare new images to the learned model to
units 16 exists 011 a single router entry. This method invokes 1O determine if a vehicle has entered or exited. Another impletwo components: TDD: Topology Discovery Daemon-a
mentation could use a change detection algorithm to deterprogram rnnning constantly in the background on the ARM
mine when an event has occurred in the parking space (i.e.
processor of each camera unit 16, and a Sensoridentity
a car has entered or departed), by computing a running
library which is called on demand by the main application
average or variance of the image or some other aspect or
15
running on the camera rn1it 16 to find out its location at any
aspects of the image, and comparing the aspect of the image
time. The TDD daemon's main responsibility is to refresh all
to the same aspect of each other image frame.
M!\C tables in the string.
In a third extension, both of the above methods could be
TDD is called by a watchdog agent on the TDD's camera
combined to provide a more accurate and robust method to
unit 16 every 30 seconds.
TDD checks if its camera unit 16 is the last camera unit 20 detect vehicles in the parking space. For example, the output
of the classifier could be used as feedback for the modeling
16 in the string. TDD gets MAC table from the camera
routine to refine or prnne its model. This could be further
unit 16 Ethernet Switch and checks if there are no
refined by using the "confidence" value of the classification
camera unit 16 MAC entries on one of the ports.
output. In addition, the change detector could be used to bias
If the TD D's camera unit 16 detennines that it is the last
25 the decision, depending on the current state. Moreover, the
camera unit 16 in the string:
TDD gets broadcast address from socket control funccombination of methods can be t1med to trade off between
false alanns (saying the space is occupied when it is really
tions.
empty) and misses (saying the space is empty when it is
TDD sends ping for a single packet on the broadcast
really occupied), depending on the operator's preference.
address. This ensures that each camera unit 16 in the
string receives the ping packet and that the MAC 30
In a fourth extension, a complete time- and histmydependent Markov model of the parking space can be
ta[,le of the Ethernet switch of each camera unit 16
constructed and updated in real-time. For example, at each
in the string gets populated.
time step (usually the acquisition time of a single image), the
TDD exits.
likelihood of the space being occupied is a fi.mction of the
Sensorldentity library is called by the main application
running on the camera unit 16 to get its location ID in 35 previous state, the current image metrics, the previous n
image metrics, and the cun-ent time. This fonction can be
real-time. Sensorldentity library performs the following
optimized oilline from training images, or can be learned
actions:
and updated in real time.
Gets gateway address from network tools (socket control
The decision space of any or all of these algorithms can
functions)
Finds MAC address of a gateway by AR.Ping the address. 40 be expanded to include other events or characteristics to be
detected, such as vehicle make, model, class, and color, as
Finds which port of the l\,V\.C table includes the gateway
MAC.
well as security events such as suspicious activity and
physical violence.
License Plate Detection Algorithm

45

1.

Vehicle and Event Detection Algorithms
In one embodiment, the car detection algorithms nm
inside each camera unit 16, and work even if the connection
to the row controller 42 is missing. Periodically, for example
several times a second, an image is captured by the internal
CMOS sensor of the camera unit 16 and is transmitted to the
SD RAM 54 of the unit 16. ARM processor 52 in unit 16 then
examines the image, calculating several metrics based on the
content of the cun-ent image. These metrics are fed into a
classification routine which has been previously trained on
several thousand car and empty space images. The output of
this classifier determines if a car is in the space 15 or not.
Based on the values of the metrics, different types of
vehicles and objects can be determined. 1\ny classification
routine or machine learning algorithm can be used; some
common algorithms in the literature include Classification
and Regression Trees, Support Vector Machines, and Artificial Neural Networks.
In one extension to the method described above, the
metrics that are computed can themselves be learned from

50

55

60

65

License plate detection by a camera unit 16 occurs in two
stages. First, the image patch containing the license plate can
be found using a variety of methods, such as template
matching, or edge detection, looking for rectangular edges in
the image and finding the most likely candidates for a license
plate, based on the relative location and aspect ratio of the
license plate. The license plate image is then processed by an
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) routine that determines the values of the text and symbols contained in the
license plate. TI1is information is then transfen-ed to system
controller 44 (directly, or via the row controller 42) for
storage and use.
In alternative embodiments, any or all of these algorithms
run in the row controllers 42, in the system controller 44, or
in the Ethernet level, or in a combination thereof. For
example, in one such embodiment a camera unit 16 detects
a vehicle entering a parking space and notifies system
controller 44. System Controller 44 then requests a high
resolution image from that camera unit 16. When system
controller 44 receives the image from the camera unit 16.
system controller 44 processes the image to extract the
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license plate image and presents the extracted license plate
image to an OCR module for text extraction.
Additional FeahJres
5

Find Your Car Feature
111e system captures and analyses license plates and their
location to the individual spaces 15 in parking Jot 10. A
customers enters his/her license plate number at the one of
the entry kiosks 20 or 21, to locate the exact space at which
the vehicle is parked. PIG. 5 shows exemplary screen
captures, from the display screen of an entry kiosk such as
entry kiosks 20 and 21, of the process. The customer may
either key in the license plate munber, make or color of car.
Alternately, in an embodiment in which a camera similar to
camera 50 in the relevant enl!y kiosk 20 or 21 captured the
customer's license plate number when the customer's
vehicle entered parking lot 10 and encoded the license plate
number in the access ticket issued by the entry kiosk, the
customer inserts the access ticket into the entry kiosk, which
reads the encoded license plate number. System controller
44 then compares the information entered or encoded on the
access ticket to its database of vehicles currently parked in
the lot, and returns a picture of the most likely match, along
with any other partial matches, as shown in the left screen
capture r~f FIG. 5. The customer can then visually inspect
and confirm the image. 111e kiosk then displays and/or prints
a map with the route to the corresponding parking space, as
shown in the right screen capture of FIG. 5. FIG. 11 shows
a flowchart of this embodiment of the "find your car"
feature.
In au alternative embodiment, the customer may use
his/her smart phone or similar mobile device instead of a
kiosk. For example, the customer could take a picture of a
"QR code" printed on a sign near the parking lot, which will
direct the phone's web browser to a website where the
customer can enter the vehicle infon11ation as in the kiosk
method. Each QR code can be associated with a specific
spatial location, allowing the system to compute a route
from the customer's specific location. FIG. 12 shows a
flowchart of the alternative embodiment of the "find your
car" feanlfe.
FIG. 6 is a partial high-level functional diagram of emry
--------kiusk-20-0.-2-1-;,;howTng-the Fu11ctio11a\-ele111e11ts of emr y
kiosk 20 and 21 that may be needed for the "find your car"
feat1lfe. Kiosk 20 or 21 includes a camera 62, similar lo
camera 50, for capt11ring identification images of vehicles
entering parking lot 10, a keyboard 64 at which a customer
types the license plate number of his/her vehicle, a display
screen 66 for displaying responses such as shown in FIG. S
in response to the customer's inquiry, a printer 68 for
printing access tickets, a reader 70 for reading access tickets
and a transceiver 72 for communicating with customers'
mobile devices. Components 62, 64, 66, 68, 70 and 72 are
under the control of an entry kiosk controller 60 via a bus 74.
In another embodiment, the customer's sma1i phone location-awareness can be used to compute a route to the parking
space from the customer's current location. With a precise
location-aware system, such as a location-aware system
based on WiFi time-difference-of-arrival, the customer can
be directed with hm1-by-t1lfn directions, or through an
updating, homing-beacon process.
Tiered Parking Control
Under the tired parking control scheme, the cost of
parking varies depending on the location of each individual
parking space 15. The present invention records the license
plate of a vehicle on entrance to the car park, using a camera
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in the relevant entry kiosk 20 or 21, and reconciles the ticket
with the license plate number captured at the individual
parking space 15 by camera unit 16. Alternatively, the
individual space number is reconciled with the license plate
under a pay by space format. Finally, the customer may
attach a prepayment to the customer's license plate mm1ber,
and the system can automatically bill the customer for the
exact space the customer parks in. This method allows
billing of customers for use of a specific parking space at a
specific time without requiring any form of physical access
control such as barrier gates, ticket or credit card payment
tenninals. Following reconciliation on system back-end
software, a tariff is charged based on the location of the
parking space at the automated pay station of the garage.
This enables differential pricing to be efficiently varied
based on the location, type or demand down to the individual
space of the car park. Alternately, this could be varied by
amount of time spent in car park, number of previous times
a vehicle has been parked, etc
Permit Parking Control
Detection algorithms in the system software are capable
of identifying permit badges to ensure that parking spaces
that are allocated for permit use are occupied by authorised
permit holder only. If a permit is not displayed, the system
takes a picture of the vehicle for infringement processing.
Parking garage management need no longer allocate a
nested staff area; simply create a designated area and staff
will be notified if they park outside this area. In an alternalive embodiment, permit parking can be allocated by license
plate, or unique combination of vehicle make, model, color,
and other identifying marks.
Parking Lot Lighting and Ventilation System Efficiency
Enhancement
Since the system of the present invention enables all
parking slots 15 to be surveyed in real time, illumination of
slots and driveways can be controlled according to real time
usage of each parking space 15. As a result, lighting levels
can be changed for individual spaces, zones or floors, e.g.
via differential control of lighting fixt11res 24, leading to
energy power savings. Furthennore, the same is trne for
ventilation systems whose power output and usage levels
can automatically be adjusted based on individual parking
sp:rce-lSmitizatiorr-e~ifferemratcmTtr0mfventitatt01~--vents 23.
Customer "Profiling"
Diilerent types of cars may correlate to diflerenl types of
fee strnctures. Furthermore, different types of vehicles, such
as hybrids, vehicles with permits, or vehicles subject lo
manufacture promotions, may be allowed to park in individual spaces 15 al a discount or premim11. The detection
algorithms are able to correlate the type of car to the
promotion, discount or incentive. Furthennore, vehicle identification can be linked to customer loyalty rewards programs, allowing operators to provide shopping incentives at
the point of parking. More details of such loyalty programs
are provided below.
Enforcement
The system can track in real time whether a particular
parking space 15 is correctly occupied, for every parking
space 15, 24 hours a day. If a vehicle stays longer than the
proscribed length of time, enforcement action can be taken
automatically using vehicle identification information (e.g.
license plate) or manually by alerting enforcement personnel. Other infractions to parking mles and regulations, such
as a single vehicle occupying more than one space 15, can
also be detected and acted upon.
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a) The camera module 16 notifies the system controller 44
Object Type Detection
Via image processing algorithms nm either in camera
that an entry/exit was detected by sending a Visit Event
units 16 or in row controllers 42 or in system controller 44,
b) The camera module 16 notifies the server that camera
the system can monitor the type of object that is parked in
module 16 image has changed by sending a Change
a space 15. This can id,mtify the make and model of a 5
Detected Event
vehicle, and also tell if the item parked in the space 15 is a
c)
The
system controller 44 cached copy of the thumbnail is
motorcycle, parking cart or a person. This can be used to
greater than 10 minutes old
notify the parking lot manager that the parking cmi needs to
The parking lot manager interfaces with the system
be removed, that someone is loitering in the parking lot, or
10 through a web browser, opened to a web page that is served
other such uses.
Security
up by system controller 44 using a combination of IITML
and JavaScript. An example of the web page user interface
TI1e image processing algorithms are capable of detecting
other types of events, including suspicious activity that
is shown in FIG. 7. In this overview monitoring system, the
might indicate a theft in progress or a physical attack on a
parking lot manager selects one or more zones that s/he
customer. This information can be sent to security personnel 15 wishes to monitor. A zone is a group of bays 15, usually an
entire level of parking spaces.
for immediate action, thereby improving the accuracy and
coverage of existing closed circuit camera systems and other
Every 10 st!conds, a pt!riodic lask running in the web
security measures already in place.
browser client queries a JSON webservice on the system
controller 44 that returns the list of all bays 15 in the selected
Remote Monitoring m1d Control
20 zones. TI1e response includes a timestamp of each of the
server's thumbnails. If the client's copy of the thumbnail is
System controller 44 can be connected to the Internet, as
out of date (or it has never been downloaded) the client
shown in FIG. 2, enabling a large-scale system for real-time
downloads the thumbnail from the server and inserts the
monitoring nnd control of any parking lot 10 from anywhere
thumbnail onto the page.
in the world. This can be achieved through a client-server 2s
The page is split into 4 buckets. In each bucket, there is
architecture that combines software nurning on a remote
a grid of the thumbnails belonging to that category. The
computer, Internet-based communications, and server softmanager can click on m1y images associated with incorrect
ware naming on system controller 44. In the following
detection
decisions to toggle the override mode of a cmuera
discussion, the term "server" refers to se1ver software running on sy,tem controller 44. This remote monitoring sys- 30 unit 16. Uthe camera unit 16 is in automatic mode, a mouse
click forces it to the opposite detection decision. Jf the
tem can be used for the following purposes:
camera unit 16 has been forced into an overridden state, a
Remote monitoring of parking spaces 15 for security and
mouse click puts the camera unit 16 back into automatic
enforcement
mode. Based on its next detection decision, the camera unit
To improve the accurncy of the amomatic detection
16 will go to the VACANT or OCCUPIED state in automatic
through human intervention
35
mode.
As an input to the automatic detection algorithm, to refine
The following table shows how the manager corrects
erroneous detection decisions.

the computer vision models by correcting errors and
providing new labeled data
St.ttc

New State

VACANT in automatic

FORCE_OCCUPIED

OCCUPIED in
automatic detection
mode
FORCE_OCCUPIED

To identify system faults such as broken cameras 50, 62
and take corrective action.
In one embodiment of this system, system controller 44
keeps a copy of a thumbnail image from each camera 50 on
the site. When any of the following three actions are
triggered, system controller 44 requests an image from the
associated camera tmit 16 and places it into a server-side
cache located on the system controller 44:

60

65

FORCE_VACANT

Automatic mode

Why the user should click

been
a. vacant
mode. The click puts tJic camera module 16
into automatic mode and it goes
into VACA:<!T or OCCUPIED in automatic
mode based on tJie outcome of the detection
Rlgorithm's ciccision
There is no vehicle in tJ1e image, and it is
being detected as occupied by the algorithm

There is no vehicle in the image but the
camera module 16 had been forced into a
OCCUPIED mode. The click puts the
camera module 16 into automatic mode and
it goes into VACANT or OCCUPIED in
automatic mode based on the outcome of the
detection algoritJun's decision

Of course, such correction of erroneous detection decisions also can be done locally, directly at system controller
44.
The decision space of the grid can be expm1ded to allow
error correction and model update for other types of decisions, such as vehicle make, color, vandalism, etc.
In an alternate embodiment, the system is further optimized for allowing human intervention for correcting errors
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customers find their cars, or for providing a pictorial view of
the parking lot occupancy status to the parking lot manager.
Unfortunately, the process of manually recording and
associating parking bays 15 with camera units 16 is
extremely time conswning, costly, and error prone. Moreover, if the physical layout changes at any time during the
life of the system-for example, if a camera unit 16 is
replaced, or if the bay locations are changed-the associations must be manually updated to ensure the mappings
remain accurate.
A better method is to use automatic discovery of the
network topology to simplify the process of mapping bays
many corrections have been made can be used to incentivize
15 to camera m1its 16 in software. The system of the present
the operator to make many corrections as fast as s/he can.
1·11vent1·011 c~n
~ 1y of a I1un1ber of at1to111at1·c to p olo g,"
u
U se ul
As this preferably is a distributed system allowing many 15 discovery algorithms to identify and map the topology of the
network of camera units 16, including the Packet Decoding
simultaneous operators to label the data, the server must
Method described above for serial conununications, the
decide which images are being allocated to users. The server
maintains a priority queue, and a client request for images
Server Initiated Topology Discovery and Sorting Algorithm
described above for Ethernet communications, the Sensor
returns a block of images with the highest priority. These
images are immediately removed from the priority queue to 20 Initiated Topology Discovery Algorithm described above for
ensure that each user is getting a unique set of images. Each
Ethernet communications, or any of a number of protocols
of the following criteria adds to the image's priority score,
known in the art, such as the Spaiming Tree algorithm used
with the highest scores denoting the images with the highest
by the Simple Network Management Protocol (Internet
priority:
Engineering Task Force RFC 3411-An Architecture for
1. The camera module l6 detected a significant change in its 25 Describing Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
image
Management Frameworks).
2. The camera module 16 is currently overidden
Once the network topology is known, mapping bays 15 in
3. This parking space has previously been marked as incora map image and associating them with camera units 16 is
rect (for spaces with recurring errors)
simply a matter of associating just one camera tmit 16 of
4. The algorithm's detection confidence is low
30 each string of camera units, as recorded in the network
5. This space has not been "watched" for more than 20
topology, with the intended map coordinates of that camera
minutes
unit 16 and of the bay(s) 15 that that camera unit 16
FIG. 9 is c1 high-level partial block diagrnm of an cmbodimonitors. Because system controller 44 knows the network
ment of a system controller 44 that is conligured to support
topology and also knows the map coordinates of all camera
such interactive correction of the parking space occupancy 35 units 16 and of all the other bays 15, system controller 44
detection algorithm. ·n1is system controller 44 includes a
can associate all the remaining camera units 16 with their
non-volatile memory 76 such as a hard disk or a flash disk,
respective map coordinates and with the map coordinates of
a processor 78, a display device 80 such as a display screen,
the bays that those camera units monitor. FIGS. lOA-lOD
and a manual input device 82 such as a keyboard or a mouse,
are screen captures of a graphical user interface (GUI) that
all communicating with each other via a bus 84. This system 40 illustrate how this can be done simply in a single step, as
controller 44 also is coupled, usually indirectly (as indicated
follows:
by the dashed arrows), to camera units 16 to receive occu1. User loads a map image of the parking lot, such as an
pancy images of parking spaces 15. Non-volatile memory 76
engineering plan or other pictorial of the parking lot
-----1s usea-fosfo~executa61e code 77 for class1lyrng t'~h_e___ tayom~irrro,lTe-m-r.
occupancy images as occupied or vacant, for displaying 45 2. User marks the locations of the parking bays 15 by placing
"bay pushpins" at the appropriate places in the image, as
these classifications on display device 80, for receiving
corrections of these classifications via manual input device
illustrated in FIG. IUA. The software automatically saves
82, and for modifying the classification algorithm in
the relative x- and y-coordinates in the image for each bay
response to the corrections to make the classification algopushpin.
50 3. User marks the locations of camera units 16 by placing
rithm more accurate, as described above.
"camera pushpins" at the appropriate places in the image,
Non-volatile memory 76 is an example of a computerreadable storage medium bearing code for classifying occuas illustrated in FIG. 1013. The software automatically
pancy images, for interactively correcting these classificasaves the relative x- and y-coordinates in the image for
lions and for modifying the classification algorithm.
each camera pushpin. Note that at this point the system
knows the map coordinates of camera units 16 but does
55
not yet know which camera unit 16 goes with which map
Efficient Mapping of Sensor Locations
coordinates.
To enable any method that requires knowledge of the
4. User associates each bay pushpin with a camera pushpin
location in a parking lot 10 of a specific parking space 15,
by drawing a line from the bay pushpin to the camera
pushpin, as illustrated in FTG. lOC:. A camera pushpin can
we need a method for mapping each camera unit 16 to the 60
be linked to multiple bay pushpins, but each bay pushpin
specific parking bay or bays 15 that the camera unit 16
can only be linked to a single camera pushpin.
monitors. The naive approach is to manually record the
5. User links the camera pushpins in a string by drawing a
unique address (]\'1AC, IP, etc) of the corresponding camera
unit 16 for each bay 15, along with the bay's unique number.
line to connect them, as illustrated in FIG. lOC. A camera
These numbers can be linked and cross-referenced in a table 65
string corresponds to a physical string of camera units 16
or a database. In addition, the bay locations can be manually
daisy-chained together. A camera string begins at a "root
marked on a map image of parking lot 10, for use in helping
node" attached directly to a row controller or an IP
and updating models, either off-line or in real-time. In this
case, human intervention to correct detection mistakes and
label data takes the form of a simple web-based game, as
depicted in FIG. 8. TI1e hmna.n operator is presented with
two grids of up to 9 images each. ln the grid on the left, 5
thumbnails are displayed of bays 15 that the vision algorithms have labelled as being occupied. Similarly, on the
right are thumbnails of bays 15 that the algorithm has
labelled as vacant. The human operator must click on any
10
mislabeled data on the screen before submitting the changes
to the server. A 30 second timer and the tracking of how
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network switch, and tenninates at an "end node" which is
the customer in the parking space 15, through a speaker
a camera unit 16 that has one empty connnunications port
and/or video panel integrated into the camera unit 16 or
(eitl1er Serial or Ethernet switch).
external to it.
6. User opens the Topology Discovery Tool window and
b. Send advertisements and/or shopping incentives and/or
finds the appropriate camera string, identified by the IP 5
notification of other loyalty rewards directly to the
address of the row controller or Ethernet switch attached
customer via mobile phone.
to its mot node, as illustrated in FTG. 10D.
c. Link discounts and other point-of-sale offers directly to
7. User selects the camera pushpin corresponding to the
the customer's loyalty account, which will be applied at
camera string's root node (this pushpin is shaded in FIG.
point-of-sale when the customer uses his/her loyalty
1OD), and presses Apply in the Topology Discovery Tool 10
program card or a credit card associated with the
window. The soflware automatically links and crossaccount.
references the camera pushpins along the camera string
d. Notify stores in the shopping area that the customer is
with the physical MAC addresses of the camera units 16,
on-site, allowing the stores to offer qualified incentives,
in order, according to the discovered network topology.
advertisements, and discounts directly to the customer.
8. TI1e user repeats this process for every physical string of 15
Advertising
camera uni ts 16 in the parking lot.
9. If a camera unit 16 is ever replaced, the system can detect
a change in the topology and automatically update the
The inforniation collected by the system can be used to
mapping to reflect the new change without requiring user
target adve11ising to specific demographics as soon as a
20 customer parks his/her car. This can be done even without
intervention.
the use of license plate recognition and/or without consult10. If bays 15 are ever moved or reconfigured or added or
removed, or if camera units 16 are added or removed, the
ing a user database, by examining demographic infonnation
such as make and model and color of the vehicle, license
user can easily detect and correct the change using the
GUI.
plate design, and other identifying marks such as bumper
FIG. 9 serves to illustrate a system controller 44 config- 25 stickers and sports team insignias. Advertising can be presented to the customer directly in the parking space 15, or at
ured to map the locations of camera units 16 as described
above, provided that executable code 77 is understood as
any point between the garage entrance 30, 31 and the
<.:xccutablc code for implementing the mapping of the locaparking space 15, or at any point between the parking space
tions of camera units 16 as described above. Non-volatile
15 and the customer's ultimate destination such as a store,
memory 76 then is an example of a computer-readable JO restaurant, or shopping area. Adveriising can be in the fonn
storage medium bearing code for mapping the locations of
of audio and or visual signals, presented through one or
camera units 16 as described above.
more audio speakers and/or one or more video displays that
are integrated with the system or that can communicate with
Loyalty Programs
system controller 44, and/or with row controllers 42, and/or
J5 with camera units 16. This can be achieved as follows:
·n1c information collected by the system can be used to
1. Customer parks car in a parking space 15.
enhance customer loyalty and shopping incentive programs
2. A camera unit 16 detects a car and sends an image of the
car to system controller 44.
by identifying customers automatically as soon as they park
their car and notifying the customers and/or the merchants
3. System controller 44 extracts from the image anonymous
demographic infonnation such as: make/model/color of
and/or the parking lot manager of qualifying loyalty 40
rewards, shopping incentives, discounts, and other targeted
vehicle, license plate information, symbols and bumper
programs Customers can be notified directly in the parking
stickers (such as sports teams, university, political alliliation, etc). Alternatively, this information could be
space 15, or at any point between the garage entrance 30, 31
----------and-t-hc-parktng-:.vJec-1-5;-or-at-any-pmnt--hctwccn-thc-------extracrech:tircctlyirrthe-camera-urrirt6-am:hrerrrm-systcn·~---Parking space 15 and the customer's ultimate destination 45
controller 44.
such as a store, restaurant, or shopping area. Advertising can
4. if demographic inforn1ation is found, system controller 44
be in the form of audio and or visual signals, presented
can offer audio and/or visual targeted advertisements
through one or more audio speakers and/or one or more
directly to the customer in the parking space 15, through
video displays that are integrated with the system or that can
a speaker and/or video panel integrated into the camera
unit 16 or external to it.
conununicate with system controller 44, and/or with row 50
controllers 42, and/or with camera units 16. This can be
achieved as follows:
Valet Parking
1. Customer parks car in a parking space 15.
2. A camera unit 16 detects a car and sends an image of the
The system can be used to simplify the process of valet
car to system controller 44.
55 parking for the valet operator, and enhance the valet parking
3. System controller 44 extracts the license plate number
experience for the customer. This can be achieved as folfrom image acquired by camera unit 16 and compares the
lows:
extracted license plate number to a database maintained
1. Customer arrives at valet stand, receives a ticket with a
either on system controller 44 or on a server co-located on
unique i.d. nun1ber on it. Number can also be encoded in
a network such as the Internet. Alternatively, the license 60
a bar code or QR code.
plate could be extracted directly on the camera unit 16 and
2. Valet parks car in a parking space 15.
sent to system controller 44.
3. A camera unit 16 detects the car and sends an image of the
4. If a user record is found matching the recorded license
car to system controller 44.
plate, system controller 44 triggers a loyalty program
4. System controller 44 extracts the license plate number
event, which can include any or all of the following:
65
from the image and automatically associates the license
a. Offer audio and/or visual advertisements and/or shopplate number with the ticket i.d. number. Valet can also
ping incentives and/or other loyalty rewards directly to
manually associate the license plate number with the
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ticket i.d. munber using a terminal or handheld portable
many people. The system can be used to provide an extra
measure of security by allowing customers to monitor their
device, or using a bar code reader. The license plate
vehicles directly, as follows:
number could also be extracted directly by the camera
1. Customer loads a smart phone application, or navigates
tmit 16.
a web browser tu a partic;ular web site, or sencls a text
5. Customer can surf to a website at any time to see a live 5
message to a particular phone number, and enters the
image of his/her car to ensure that the car is safe. The
unique identification number printed on tl1e access
website can be accessed from any web browser or through
ticket received upon entry to the parking lot 10.
a smart phone application, or the URL of the website can
2.
System controller 44 receives request, queries its
be encoded into the QR code so that the customer can
database for the vehicle record, and responds with a
simply scan the QR code with his/her smart phone to open JO
live or recent (e.g. witliin the past 5 minutes) image of
up the website to the appropriate page. The customer can
the vehicle in the parking space 15.
manually enter his/her license plate number to locate and
3. Customer can configure the system, through the web
view the live image of his/her car.
site or phone application or via text message com6. 111e customer cnn enter his/her phone number or enmil 15
mands, to automatically alert the customer via text
address through the website or through a phone applicamessage and/or email if any of the following occurs:
tion to be automatically notified if the car moves.
a. The image captured by camera unit 16 of parking
7. The customer can use the website or the phone application
space 15 has changed compared to a previously
lo alert Valet that s'11e is returning, so the valet has the car
captured image; this could indicate an attempt to
ready when s/he returns.
20
vandalize or break into the vehicle.
8. The valet simply enters the ticket i.d. number into the
b. The parking space 15 has become vacant; this could
terminal or into a handheld device, or scans the bar code,
indicate a possible theft of the vehicle.
Wliile the invention has been described with respect to a
or enters the license plate number, and the system tells the
limited number of embodiments, it will be appreciated that
valet which parking space number is associated with that
record, and may even display a map so that the valet can 25 many variations, modifications and other applications of the
invention may be made. Therefore, the claimed invention as
easily locate the vehicle.
recited in the claims that follow is not limited to the
embodiments described herein.
Renting Out Private Spaces
In a mixed-use (commercial+residential) facility, the system enable~ residents to rent out their spaces if/when they
aren't using them. This can both increase the effective
capacity of a commercial parking garage, and provide a
monetary incentive or subsidy to residents. This can be
achieved as follows:
1. When a resident signs a lease or purchases a parking space
or purchases a residential or commercial unit, sihe get an
onlinc account associated with his/her parking space(s)
15.

30

What is claimed is:
1. A method of managing a plurality of parking spaces,

JS

comprising:
(a) monitoring a parking space with an imaging device of
an imaging unit;
(b) detecting, by said imaging unit, occupancy of said
parking space;
(c) assigning said parking space, in which said occupancy
was detected, an occupied status, wherein said occupied status is indicated by illwninating a first color of
a multicolor indicator collocated with said imaging
device, said first color predefined to determine said
occupied status;
(d) obtaining, as a result of said parking space having said

2. A resident can log on to an online system to access and 40
manage his/her account.
3. A resident can configure his/her account with his/her
license plate number, phone munber, email address, and
----------any-olher·iaenli1ying·inforn1atfon.
------~ccurriect-statm,,-a--smgte-JTrgl.resolurtmrimage-ot-·~----4. A resident can configure the system to automaticallv 45
vehicle occupying said parking space, said high resonotily him/her if a car with an tmknown license plat~
lution image obtained by said imaging device;
parks in his/her space 15.
(e) storing at least part of said high resolution image on a
5. A resident can opt-in to a system that allows his/her space
storage device;
15 to be used by visitors lo the conuncrcial entities that
(f) displaying a tlnm1bnail image of said parking space on
a graphic user interface (GUI), said thumbnail image
share the parking lot 10. This can be 24 hours/day, or for 50
fixecl time periods ancl/or specified clays of the week/
digitally processed from an image electronically commonth/year. This can also be configured in the online
mmiicated to said GUI from said imaging unit;
system, or by phone or at a kiosk or in person with the
(g) deciding whether said occupied status is incorrect,
parking manager.
based on a visual review of said thumbnail image on
6. If a visitor parks in the resident's space 15 during the 55
said GUI;
designated times, the resident either receives a percentage
(h) coJTecting said occupied status, by inputting comof the parking revenue, or a share of the facility's revenue
puter-readable instructions to a computer terminal of
calculated as a percentage of the revenue collected from
said GUI, if said parking space shown in said thumbnail
the entire pool of shared private spaces. Money can be
image is vacant and said computer tenninal electro1iidisbursed as a credit against rent, or directly as a deposit 60
cally communicating a command to toggle said multiinto the resident's bank account, check, money order,
color indicator to illuminate a second color, said second
cash, PayPaJTM, etc.
color predefined to indicate a vacant status;
(i) extracting from said liigh resolution image, by digital
Individual Security Monitoring
image processing, a permit identifier for said vehicle
65
and comparing said permit identifier with at least one
\\'hen parking a car, particularly in a public parking lot,
parking pennit identification stored on said storage to
safety and security of the vehicle is a major concern for
determine a permit status of said parked veliicle; and
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G) initiating an infringement process for said vehicle
having said pennit identifier that fails to coincide with
at least one of said at least one parking pcnnit identification.
2. TI1e method of claim 1, wherein said detecting includes 5
providing machine-readable code of a self-modifying classification algorithm for assigning said respective statuses,
the method further comprising:
(e) said system executing said machine-readable code to
modify said classification algorithm in response to said 10
correcting.

* * * * *
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